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Claims Against Counties: The
Difference a Year Makes
by R. Perry Sentell, Jr.*

I.

INTRODUCTION

"To every thing there is a season," it is written, "and a time to every
purpose under the heaven."' Proclaimed 'purposes' include "a time to
plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted;... a time to get,
and a time to lose;.. . a time to keep silence, and a time to speak."' In
the law, the conduct of litigation rather literally encompasses planting
and plucking, getting and losing, and keeping silent and speaking; similarly, the law is freighted with forceful 'seasonal' overtones, an insistence
that legal purposes be accomplished within prescribed periods of time.
Reportedly of Greek origin, the law early manifested that insistence by
structuring 'limitations of actions,' prescribed periods during which legal
suits must be commenced and at the end of which no action can be maintained.' However indelible this notion in ancient law generally,4 the
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4. Id. at 24. Apparently, Lord Bracton viewed the limitation principle as a more general
one than Lord Coke who considered the concept to be anchored in statute.
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maxim interestreipublicae ut sit finis litium is characterized as the foundation stone upon which early legislatures erected statutes of limitations.'
From the Twelve Tables of Rome, to the Scottish formulation of 1469, to
ancient action by the English parliament, statutorily prescribed periods
of limitation became features of most legal systems."
Writing in 1810, Sir William Ballantine depicted one of the famous English prescriptions7 as "restrictive of a common law right, general in its
application,. . . conclusive in its effect," and productive of numerous issues of construction." Of similar vintage, an American treatise put it beyond argument that discouragement of litigation "is of the utmost importance to the peace and repose of society,"' and that limitations of actions
thus insure both societal and private justice.10 Because the passage of
time both obscures and extinguishes evidence, statutes of limitation serve
"to repair the injuries committed by time.""
II.

LEGISLATIVE EXPOSITION

Apparently a typical state legislature, if only in this respect, the Georgia General Assembly has compiled a record on statutes of limitation
which looms vast in volume, expansive in coverage, and rich in variety.
Consuming several full pages merely to index the entries, the state Code
reflects a legislative tradition of matching the time limitation on pursuing
legal actions to the nature of the alleged wrong. Illustratively, the
enumerations encompass breach of contract (six years),"5 violation of restrictive covenants (two years),' 5 trespass to realty (four years),"4 personal
injuries (two years),' injury to reputation (one year)," products liability
5. The maxim has received the following translations: "It concerns the state that
there be an end of lawsuits;" and "It is for the general welfare that a period be put to
litigation." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 730 (rev. 5th ed. 1979).
6. J.K. ANGELL, supra note 3, at 21-24.
7. Statutes of Limitations Act, 1624, 21 Jac., ch. 16.
8. This depiction appears on a preliminary page entitled "Advertisement" in W. BALLANTINE, A TEATIss ON THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS (1812).

9. J.K. ANGELL, supra note 3, at 26.
10. Id. at 27.
11. Id. at 28.
It is unquestionably the natural tendency of time to obscure and extinguish the
direct evidence of title. Statutes of limitations are intended to cure this defect,
and supply the want of such evidence, or as it was said by Lord Plunkett, their
object is to repair the injuries committed by time.
Id.
12.
13.
14.

O.C.G.A. § 9-3-24 (Michie 1982).
Id. § 9-3-29.
Id. § 9-3-30.

15. Id. § 9-3-33.
16. Id.
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(ten years), 17 and workers' compensation (one year).18
In addition to the conceptual complexion of the wrong, legislative disposition also historically pivots upon the species of the entity from which
payment is sought. In most jurisdictions, for example, statutes traditionally cast local governments in bold relief by requiring that notice of
claims against them be presented within a specified time after the occurrence complained of or after the claim accrues.' In analyzing those requirements, state courts have commonly considered the strictures as yet
additional statutes of limitation.
Georgia's local government law mirrors the described developments.
From early times, statutes have commanded that, prior to suing a municipality, the claimant must, within six months of the injury, provide the
municipal governing authority with a written statement of the claim.10
Those requirements having received analytical attention on prior occasions,21 it bodes appropriate to direct present inquiry toward claims
against counties. That variety of claim, it convincingly appears, occupies
yet another distinctive point on the local government legal compass, a
point, it is further evidenced, of highly practical prominence.22
Apparently originating in Georgia's famous initial effort at official codification,2 3 the requirement found a place in the Code of 1863 in the following form: "All claims against counties must be presented within
twelve months after they accrue or become payable, or the same are
barred, unless held by minors or other persons laboring under disabilities,
3 4
who are allowed twelve months after the removal of such disability.
Holding its own through numerous recodification epochs, the statute remained unchanged in the Code of 1933.25 Currently, the Code of 1982
continues the mandate, with only minor editorial modification: "All
17. Id. § 51-1-11.
18. Id. § 34-9-82.
19. See, e.g., O.M. REYNOLDS, LOcAL GOVERNMENT LAW § 195 (1982).
20. The current version appears in O.C.G.A. §"36-33-5 (Michie 1982).
21. See Sentell, Georgia Municipal Tort Liability: Ante Litem Notice, 4 GA. L. REv.
134 (1969), reprinted in R.P. SEMMLL, STVDIES IN GEORGIA LocAL GovERNmENr LAw 793 (3d
ed. 1977) [hereinafter cited as STUDIEs]; Sentell, Ante Litem Notice: Cause for Pause,
URn. GA. 24 (Oct. 1978), reprinted in R.P. SENTELL, ADDImONAL STuDIEs INGEORGIA LOcAL
GOVERNMENT LAW 409 (1983) [hereinafter cited as ADDITIONAL STUDmS]; R.P. SENTL L, THE
LAW or MuNICIPAL TORT LIAsrly IN GEORGIA 133-61 (3d ed. 1980).
22. For an analogous study of a historic limitation upon county contracting capabilities,
see Sentell, County Contracts in Georgia: "Written and Entered," 32 MERcER L. Rsv. 283
(1980), reprinted in ADDmONAL STUDIES, supra note 21, at 193.
23. See Sentell, Codification and Consequences: The Georgian Motif, 14 GA. L. REv.
737 (1980), reprinted in ADDmoNAL STUDIES, supra note 21, at 63.

24. GA.
25.

CODE

§ 479 (1863).

GA. CODE § 23-1601 (1933).
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claims against counties must be presented within 12 months after they
accrue or become payable or the same are barred, provided that minors or
other persons laboring under disabilities shall be allowed 12 months after
the removal of the disability to present their claims."' 6
For at least the last 120 years, therefore, Georgia local government law
has distinctively staked out a statutory 'season' for advancing claims
against counties. Thus continuing policy objectives with roots traceable to
the culture of the Greeks, the mandate confronts both the county and the
claimant at the inception of a legal controversy. Formulated in pervasive
fashion, and structured with only minimal qualifications, the potential
reach of the requirement presents concerns as crucial as those going to
the merits of the controversy itself. From the beginning, however, it was
equally obvious that the precise impact of the proscription, either as pitfall or shield, depended largely upon construction and evolution by the
judiciary.
III. JUDICIAL CONSTRUCTION:

THE FORMATIVE ERA

In a series of remarkably few decisions prior to the turn of the century,
the Georgia Supreme Court marked its initial acquaintance with the
county-claim requirement and set a strikingly influential tone for future
judicial consideration of the matter. One such instance, the 1880 case of
Maddox v. County of Randolph, 7 found the court summarily affirming
dismissal of an action against the county for injuries sustained from a
collapsing bridge.2 In an analysis commingling the claim-presentation
mandate with yet another statute requiring ordinaries to audit claims
against counties,29 the court rejected plaintiff's argument that his complaint was not one amenable to audit and that it thereby escaped the
presentation mandate. The court's "conclusive answer" was "that the law
makes no distinction between the different classes of claims, but says all,
and this must necessarily be included."3 0 Envisioning "sound public pol26.

O.C.G.A. § 36-11-1 (Michie 1982).

27.
28.

65 Ga. 216 (1880).
Id. at 218. Plaintiff's declaration revealed that his injuries were suffered on July 15,

1876 and that he brought the suit on October 15, 1877. Id. at 217.
29. Originally, this requirement appeared in GA. CoDs § 478 (1863). The court noted
that ordinaries had assumed the functions of "inferior justices" who originally managed the
financial affairs of counties. 65 Ga. at 217. The current version requires that "each county
governing authority shall audit all claims against its respective county." O.C.G.A. § 36-11-2
(Michie 1982).

30. 65 Ga. at 218 (emphasis added). Actually, the court was not convinced that plaintiff's
damage could not be "audited." "What was the injury? how long was the plaintiff confined
from it? how long unable to pursue his usual avocation? what his physician's bills, medicine,
etc.? These were all elements entering into this claim." Id.
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icy" to dictate dismissal of a declaration failing to show timely presentation of the claim, the court reasoned that:
[To allow delays until those who were in office, and who had knowledge of all the facts surrounding the claim have been displaced by others
who know nothing of them, or of the witnesses whose testimony would
protect the county, would be to give to the claimants such an advantage
as would be unjust and improper."1
...

One year later, County of Cobb v. Adams"2 returned the court to the
scene of its Maddox rationale and extracted a modification in thrust. Adams, another action arising from a collapsing bridge, embodied the
county's challenge to the correctness of the trial judge's charge on the
meaning of the presentation mandate. 8 By virtue of affirming the charge,
the supreme court subscribed to the position that the claim-presentation
requirement did not imply the necessity of an independent trial of the
claim by the ordinary before plaintiff could file his action.8 The court
denied Maddox's intermingling of the audit requirement to yield such a
result; 5 rather, "if the claim is presented and he [the ordinary] examines
it and refuses it, that is all that is required to enable plaintiff to bring his
suit."36
Completing a trilogy of bridge defect cases, the court in Powell v.
County of Muscogee87 not only illustrated the conclusive impact of the
claim mandate but also afforded the fullest discussion to date of the
mechanics of compliance. Posting the time at which plaintiff's action accrued as the date his mule was killed on the bridge, the court found no
presentation of claim to the assembled county commissioners within the
following twelve months. Denigrating the sufficiency of various contacts
by plaintiff and his attorney with individual commissioners,"8 the court
emphasized that "no formal claim was presented in writing, or laid before
the body in session, either regular or called, at any time, verbally or in
31. Id. The court observed that the business of counties "is managed and controlled by
officers who are chosen for short periods of time." Id.
32. 68 Ga. 51 (1881).
33. On the basis of that charge, a jury had awarded damages to the plaintiff. Id. at 52.
34. "The ordinary is not bound to go into a trial of the case and introduce witnesses
before him before the plaintiff can sue." Id. at 53.
35. Id. The charge declared presentation sufficient when the ordinary examined the
claim presented "and refuses to allow it, that is, refuses to audit it and approve it but rejects and disallows it." Id.
36. Id.
37. 71 Ga. 587 (1883).
38. Those contacts had occurred at different times and were for the purpose of proposing compromise of the claim. Id. at 588.
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writing."' Immediately, however, the court turned to modifying an implication of its own pronouncement. Because "presentation of the claim is
the beginning of the proceeding to get damages,"'40 and because past practice encompassed presentation in writing, "so should it be to the commissioners of roads and revenue, where there are such."' 1 Accordingly, the
court concluded, "the claim should have been presented in writing, to the
commissioners in session, within twelve months from its accrual. It not
having been done, and suit of no sort having been begun within twelve
months, the claim is barred, and the non-suit was right."'2
Breaking stride with actions for damages arising out of physical injury,
Murphey v. Educational Board of Burke County'3 projected the claimpresentation mandate into a distinctively different context. Procedurally,
plaintiff sought to mandamus the county education board to honor his
substantive claim for back compensation allegedly due for services as a
former county school commissioner." Absent citation to precedent, indeed completely omitting discussion of the issue, the supreme court's
headnote disposition could scarcely have been more succinct: "A claim
against a county must be presented and audited within twelve months
after it becomes payable; otherwise it is barred. This claim not having
been so presented and audited, is barred." 4 '
Visiting the court with an additional perspective on the mandate, a
perspective touching upon the basic issue of coverage, Neel v. Commissioners of Bartow County" featured a purchaser's action to recover on
county bonds.' 7 In reviewing the county's proffered defense, the court's
determination was explicit: the county was not entitled to invoke the
purchaser's failure to provide a timely claim." As rationale, however, Justice Simmons' opinion for the court was explicitly ambivalent. If the
claim mandate applied to the case, the opinion reasoned, 4 the requirement constituted a statute of limitations favoring the county and thus
39. Id.
40. Id. The court said the date of presentation "is the beginning of a judicial proceeding
within a period which would prevent the bar of the statute." Id.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 588-89.
43. 71 Ga. 856 (1883).
44. Plaintiff sought to mandamus payment from 1880 school funds for services allegedly
rendered in 1871. Id. at 857.
45. Id. Because a jury in the case had found for plaintiff, the court affirmed the trial
judge's refusal to dismiss the county's motion for a new trial. Id.
46. 94 Ga. 216, 21 S.E. 516 (1894).
47. The bonds had been issued by county order in 1863 to provide money for the support of the families of confederate soldiers. Id. at 217, 21 S.E. at 517.
48. The court determined the bonds themselves to be valid. Id.
49. The court admitted applicability only "for the sake of argument." Id. at 219, 21 S.E.
at 517.
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was suspended by the Civil War (and for more than a year thereafter)
when the bonds matured.50 On the other hand, the court's analysis proceeded, it was uncertain that the mandate covered county bonds." Formulating the legislative 'object' as the provision of county financial officials with notice of claims for which they must make appropriate
disposition," the opinion questioned that object's relevance to county
bonds: 53 a county keeps a record of6its
own bonds, and "it is well known,
4
or ought to be, when they mature.'
The century's concluding episode, Dement v. DeKalb County, s involved alleged county damage to plaintiff's realty and confronted the
court with yet another novel issue. Although plaintiff had presented no
claim to county authorities, he brought his lawsuit within twelve months
from the occurrence of his damage.ss For a unanimous court, Justice
Lumpkin set about determining whether bringing the action itself sufficiently complied with the claim-presentation mandate. In launching his
inquiry, Lumpkin first undertook to clear away the "apparent misapprehension" 5 of prior cases that the audit requirement and the presentation
mandate were analytically related. The audit requirement, "addressed
alone to the county officials," was irrelevant, he declared, "and cannot be
considered as in any way affecting the rights or duties of the claimant.""
That complication eliminated, the court proceeded to extract both "a
clear intimation" from Powell s and the "real purpose" of the claim mandate from Maddox.'0 That purpose was to provide timely notice of demands against the county so that officials "might intelligently and advis50. Id. The court said that "all statutes of limitation were suspended during the war and
for more than a year thereafter." Id.
51. Justice Simmons said: "Speaking for myself, I do not think it does." Id.
52. Id. In other words, if they determined the claims to be just.
53. "There is no such necessity where the county issues its own bonds." Id.
54. Id.
55. 97 Ga. 733, 25 S.E. 382 (1895).
56. Id. at 733, 25 S.E. at 383. The court distinguished Maddox, Powell, and Murphey as
actions commenced after the expiration of twelve months.
57. 97 Ga. at 734, 25 S.E. at 383.
58. Id. Justice Lumpkin made the points that the presentation mandate was a much
earlier statutory enactment than the audit requirement, that the audit requirement sought
only to direct county officials on proper disposition of claims, and that the presentation
mandate was to be construed alone and not in connection with the audit requirement. Id.
59. Id. at 735, 25 S.E. at 383. Although it did not elaborate, the court apparently referred to Powell's statement that the claim, not having been presented "and suit of no sort
having been begun within twelve months, the claim is barred." Powell v. County of Muscogee, 71 Ga. 587, 589 (1883).
60. 97 Ga. at 735, 25 S.E. at 383. In other words, the desirability of claims being
presented to the county officials who were most familiar with their circumstances.
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edly take the proper action concerning the same." ' Finally reaching the
issue of the case, Lumpkin considered such notice to be "as effectually
accomplished by the filing of a declaration against the county and having
the same duly served, as could be done by handing to the ordinary or
board of commissioners a written statement setting forth the nature of
the claim. '6 2 Emphasizing that the statute itself "does not provide in
what form the claim shall be presented," Lumpkin found no warrant for
construing "a formal presentation of the claim" to be "a condition precedent to the bringing of suit."68 It was sufficient, therefore, "if the claim be
represented in the shape of an action."'
Justice Lumpkin's concluding
observation serves as a fitting benediction to the discussion thus
far: "Indeed, at last, section 507 [the claim-presentation mandate) is
only a statute of limitations. "66
This strictly chronological survey reveals that the introduction of the
county-claim requirement into the Georgia legal system went relatively
uncelebrated. Appearing as a provision in the state's first official codification, and carrying at least the potential for drastic ramifications, the requirement's arrival elicited seemingly scant judicial consideration. Since
at least 1880, nevertheless, a relatively abbreviated line of scattered cases
portrays the Georgia Supreme Court setting to the task of blending the
requirement into the local government law mosaic.
The early paucity of instances did not, however, portend a casual judicial approach to the matter. From the beginning, the court was prepared,
upon discovery of violation, to engage the ultimate tactic of termination."
Focussing the mandate as but a variant of a limitation of action, and subscribing to the purpose of repairing injuries committed by time,67 the
court harbored few qualms over summarily dismissing plaintiffs' declarations, however substantively meritorious, that failed to reveal timely presentation. If out of season, the claim was banished to quarantine.
Unfortunately, the supreme court's early analyses were not always as
uncluttered as they might have been. The awkward commingling of the
statutory requirements of presentation and auditing yielded an unnecessary uncertainty which plagued the court throughout its early endeavors.
In continuing efforts at overcoming that uncertainty, the court, perhaps
61. Id.
62. Id. "Indeed, it is more than likely that the information contained in a declaration
would be fuller and more satisfactory than in a less formal document tendered by the claimant in person." Id.
63. Id. (emphasis in original).
64. Id.
65. Id. The court reversed the trial judge's grant of a nonsuit, Id. at 736, 25 S.E. at 383.
66. See Maddox v. County of Randolph, 65 Ga. 216 (1880).
67. In other words, protecting against an unjust advantage to claimants over county officials no longer familiar with the source of the claim.
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illogically, minimized as an intended part of the process the stage of the
county's official consideration of the claim.ss By its final effort of the century, the court had retreated to the even more attenuated position of accepting the law suit itself as presentation of claim.ss
The judicial responses were somewhat clearer in respect to the mechanics of compliance. The time period remained nonnegotiable, and presentation in writing appeared virtually so.70 Additionally, the court condemned presentation by isolated contacts with individual county
commissioners and radiated strong preference for delivery of the claim to
71
the assembled commissioners in formal session.
Finally, the early cases also confronted the court with quandaries of
coverage. Although resolutely rejecting the coverage limitation when associated with the audit requirement,"' the court did subsequently opt for
exemption founded in suspension by war. 7' Even more intriguingly, the
court indicated possible receptiveness to a lack-of-coverage contention
when the county, by the nature of the claim itself, could be said to already possess notice.7 4 Why this latter contention was more persuasive
when directed to county bonds7" than to contracts of employment, 76 the
court left unelaborated.
In sum, pre-1900 litigation of the county-claim mandate was tentatively
formative in complexion; although initiating a broad-brushed sketch of
the mandate's analytical profile, the decisions left incomplete and indistinguishable a multitude of composite features. Whether the future would
propel those features into focus and, if so, whether the profile itself would
be fundamentally altered, were queries poised on the threshold of the
dawning century. They awaited judicial evolution.
IV.

JUDICIAL EVOLUTION:

FROM THE TURN OF THE CENTURY

No doubt remains that demonstrated failure of compliance with the
claim-presentation mandate evokes the same terminal response from the
Georgia appellate courts of the 1980's as it did one hundred years earlier.
A resoundingly appropriate instance of the point, the 1981 case of Christensen v. Floyd County,7 found the court of appeals unyieldingly un68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

E.g., County of Cobb v. Adams, 68 Ga. 51 (1881).
Dement v. DeKalb County, 97 Ga. 733, 25 S.E. 382 (1896).
Powell v. County of Muscogee, 71 Ga. 587 (1883).
Id. at 587.
Maddox v. County of Randolph, 65 Ga. 216 (1880).
Neel v. Commissioners of Bartow County, 94 Ga. 216, 21 S.E. 516 (1894).

74. Id. at 216, 21 S.E. at 516.
75. Id.
76.
77.

Murphey v. Educational Bd. of Burke County, 71 Ga. 856 (1883).
158 Ga. App. 274, 279 S.E.2d 723 (1981).
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receptive to a motorist's action for personal injuries allegedly resulting
78
from the county's failure to erect a stop sign on a dead-end road. Justifying its affirmance of the trial judge's summary judgment in favor of the
county, the court's reliance upon the statutory stricture of 'season' could
not have been clearer had it been formulated in Greek: "From the facts
adduced, plaintiff failed to submit a written claim within 12 months after
it accrued . . ."9
It would be erroneous in the extreme, however, to conclude from modern cases such as Christensen that little judicial attention had been afforded the matter since the days of its formative era. On the contrary, the
turn of the century almost immediately unleashed an abrupt burst of controversy which has continued unabated throughout the intervening years
to constitute the claim-presentation requirement as one of the most litigated facets in Georgia local government law. From a panorama of perspectives, and regarding a rich variety of issues, the presentation mandate
has experienced, with a veritable vengence, the phenomenon of judicial
evolution.
A.

The Suit as Claim

The evolutionary process lost little time in conveying to the supreme
court a plea that the court "review and overrule"" its determination in
Dement v. DeKalb County81 that the law suit itself could, if brought
within twelve months, suffice as presentation of claim. Although rebuffing
the plea, a unanimous court in Pearson v. Newton County" confessed
that the General Assembly "probably" did intend "presentation of claims
otherwise than by a suit. '88 In any event, the court distinguished the Dement petition, filed and served within twelve months, from the petition in
Pearson, filed within the period but not served until later." Recalling
Justice Lumpkin's statutory "object" analysis from Dement, the court
viewed the distinction as one of substance." "Manifestly," the court in
Pearson concluded, "the mere filing of the petition does not give the

78. Plaintiff alleged the county's maintenance of a dangerous and defective condition
and failure to warn. Id. at 274, 279 S.E.2d at 723.
79. Id.
80. Pearson v. Newton County, 119 Ga. 863, 864, 47 S.E. 180, 181 (1904).
81. 97 Ga. 733, 25 S.E. 382 (1896).
82. 119 Ga. 863, 47 S.E. 180 (1904).
83. Id. at 863, 47 S.E. at 180.
84. Plaintiff was injured on August 3, 1901, the petition was filed on August 2, 1902, and
service was had on August 6, 1902. Id. at 863, 47 S.E. at 181.
85. Indeed, said the court, language in the Dement opinion "contains a very clear intimation that service of the petition would be necessary to constitute the bringing of a suit a
presentation of the claim within the meaning of the statute." 119 Ga. at 864, 47 S.E. at 181.
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county officials any notice of the claim, and certainly can not constitute a
presentation of the claim unless followed by service of a copy of the
petition."ss
Perhaps it was the supreme court's ambivalence in Pearson that
prompted the request made upon the court of appeals some nine years
later in Elbert County v. Brown.'7 In that case, contending that "it was
the plain intention of the legislature to provide that all claims should be
presented and passed upon by the county authorities before suit, ' 'ss the
defendant county sought certification and review of the matter.8 Forcefully rejecting the request, the court of appeals posited the supreme
court's decisions in Dement and Pearsonas having "plainly and unequivocally" foreclosed the issue.90 "In these cases," the court of appeals declared, "it was held unequivocally that the bringing of a suit within the
time limited is sufficient presentation of a claim against a county""' and
"[w]e can see no difficulty or embarrassment that can be caused the
county authorities by the fact that one who has a claim against the
county may at his option have the claim presented by the service of a
petition seeking to recover the damages.""19
The issue seemingly settled by both appellate courts, the facts of
Mitchell County v. Dixon9s then raised an interesting variation on the
theme. There plaintiff filed and served his action within twelve months of
injury but later, long after expiration of the period, dismissed the suit
only to renew the action within six months of dismissal.' Affording the
shortest of shrift to a county contention of insufficient claim presentation,
the court of appeals relied upon statutory authorization of renewal" and
reasoned that "a suit renewed stands on the same footing, as to limitation, with the original case."' 6 That point established, the court was con-

86. Id. Accordingly, the court sustained the trial judge's dismissal of the action against
the county. Id.
87. 16 Ga. App. 834, 86 S.E. 651 (1915).
88. Id. at 840, 86 S.E. at 653.
89. The county was objecting to the trial judge's admission into evidence of plaintiff's
original petition as proof of presentation of his claim, Id. at 836-37, 86 S.E. at 652.
90. Id. at 841, 86 S.E. at 654. The court explained that it could submit only doubtful
questions to the supreme court.
91. Id. at 840, 86 S.E. at 653. The court acknowledged Pearson's requirement that service be perfected during the period. Id.
92. Id. "The bringing of the suit within twelve months from the time of its appropriation
of the property to the public use was sufficient presentation of the claim within the meaning
of the code-section cited." Id.
93. 20 Ga. App. 21, 92 S.E. 405 (1917).
94. Injury occurred on September 9, 1912, and plaintiff dismissed and withdrew his original suit on July 5, 1915. Id. at 26, 92 S.E. at 407.
95. The court relied upon GA. CoDE § 4381 (1910). 20 Ga. App. at 26, 92 S.E. at 407.
96. 20 Ga. App. at 26, 92 S.E. at 407.

12
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tent simply to recall that the supreme court "has ruled that the bringing
and service of a suit against a county within twelve months of the accrual
of the right of action are sufficient presentation of a claim against the
county."97
A more extreme variation, and the object of a more exacting judicial
disposition, originated in Commissioners of Roads & Revenue v. Howard.9 In that case, as surmised from its vague report, plaintiff relied for
timely presentation of claim upon the action he had brought against the
Commissioners of Roads and Revenue of Houston County." Emphasizing
the constitution's command that all suits by or against a county be in the
county's name, 0 the court of appeals held the petition defective and
therefore also insufficient as a claim.101 Some twenty-five years later, the
court drew explicitly upon its Howard rationale in deciding Clayton
County v. Sarno.1 02 There, within the twelve-month period, plaintiff had
filed his action against the county but had served only the Chairman of
the Board of Commissioners.1 s Pointing to a statutory requirement that
service be perfected upon a majority of county commissioners,104 the
court employed Howard to invalidate service and, thereby, the action's
sufficiency as a valid claim. 0 5 In reaching its conclusion, the court in
Sarno conceded tension between its decision and Justice Lumpkin's "language" in Dement indicating the "object" of the claim-presentation mandate as actual notice to the county.108
97. Id. Thus, the court held plaintiff's petition to show compliance with the claim-presentation mandate.
98. 59 Ga. App. 451, 1 S.E.2d 222 (1939).
99. Id. at 451, 1 S.E.2d at 222.
100. Id. (citing GA. CONST. § 2-8201 (1877)).
101. The court held plaintiff's action subject to demurrer. 59 Ga. App. at 451, 1 S.E.2d
at 222.
102. 112 Ga. App. 379, 145 S.E.2d 283 (1965).
103. Plaintiff had presented no other timely claim. Id. at 380, 145 S.E.2d at 284.
104. The requirement then appeared in GA. CODE ANN. § 23-1503 (1965). 112 Ga. App. at
380, 145 S.E.2d at 284.
105. The court reversed the trial judge's refusal to dismiss the action. 112 Ga. App. at
380, 145 S.E.2d at 285.
106. The court reasoned in justification that its own "decision" in Howard was to the
contrary and that there was no conflict with the supreme court's "decision" in Dement. The
court also distinguished its own prior decision in Coffee County v. Denton, 64 Ga. App. 368,
13 S.E.2d 209 (1941), upholding the sufficiency of a written claim to the chairman of the
commissioners before suit was filed. See discussion of Denton, infra notes 124-26 and accompanying text.
In 1966, the court expressly relied upon Sarno for the following decision:
Where as in this case the petition has been served within the 12-months period on
only one member of a 3-member board of commissioners, service has not been
perfected upon the county by service upon a majority of the commissioners as
required by Code § 23-1503. Hence there has been no presentation of the claim
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In general, therefore, over many years and continuing into modern
times, both the supreme court and the court of appeals routinely manifested allegiance to identifying the lawsuit with the presentation of the
claim. For example, in reaching the conclusion in a given case that no
claim was presented, the courts will typically emphasize that neither was
the lawsuit in issue brought within twelve months of injury."0 7 Conversely, when concluding that presentation was effected, the courts ordinarily evidence no reservations in assimilating the suit to the claim. 08
Even today, however, an occasional lapse in judicial language will re-expose the observed historic tensions surrounding the issue and engender a
momentary pang of doubt over how thoroughly those inconsistencies have
been glossed. A passing but apt illustration was encompassed in the supreme court's 1981 treatment of Sikes v. Candler County,"" a case that
confronted the court with whether the contents of a letter conveyed sufficient information to the county to constitute a valid claim. Concluding
that the letter was sufficient, the court quoted the permissive principle of
prior opinions that " ' [lthe object of presenting a claim to a county before
the institution of suit is to afford the county an opportunity to investigate
the claim and ascertain the evidence and to avoid the incurrence of unnecessary litigation.' "110 Even the court could not leave that principle
without adding a footnote: "We do note, however, that it has been held
• . . that the bringing of a suit against a county may constitute the presentation of a claim to the county . . . if the petition is filed and served
within 12 months after the claim accrues."
sufficient to meet the requirement of Code § 23-1602.
Douglas County v. Brown & Riley Enters., 114 Ga. App. 410, 151 S.E.2d 510 (1966).
107. See, e.g., Newsome v. Treutlen County, 168 Ga. 764, 149 S.E. 44 (1929) ("The suit
was not brought within twelve months after the accrual of the right of action, and can not
be urged as a substitute for or an equivalent of the presentation of a claim." Id. at 764, 149
S.E. at 45.).
108. See, e.g., Habersham County v. Knight, 63 Ga. App. 720, 12 S.E.2d 129 (1940) ("[I]t
appears that suit was brought within twelve months of the accrual of the right of action.
This is a compliance with the Code." Id. at 724, 12 S.E.2d at 131-32); Woodwide v. Fulton
County, 223 Ga. 316, 155 S.E.2d 404 (1967) ("[Nlotice of petitioner's claim was filed on
August 30, 1965, and the petition was filed on September 7, 1965, both within the twelvemonths period subsequent to the opening of the road, which meets the requirements of
Code§ 23-1602." Id. at 323, 155 S.E.2d at 410.).
109. 247 Ga. 115, 274 S.E.2d 464 (1981). This case will receive further discussion infra

notes 169-78 and accompanying text, in treating the claim itself.
110. Id. at 119, 274 S.E.2d at 467 (quoting Davis v. Cobb County, 65 Ga. App. 533, 534,
15 S.E.2d 814, 815 (1941)). See discussion of Davis, infra notes 194-201 and accompanying

text.
111.

247 Ga. at 119 n.4, 274 S.E.2d at 467 n.4.
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B. Plaintiff's Petition
Given both the existence of the claim-presentation mandate and the
fact of litigation against counties, the litigation pleadings' treatment of
the mandate is a traditional topic of sustained judicial concern. That concern has been concentrated particularly around the plaintiff's petition, a
point forcefully perpetuated from formative times. Indeed, Maddox v.
County of Randolph112 itself, it will be recalled, was adamant on the issue. Probing a "declaration" which alleged only the date of injury and the
date of filing suit,1" 8 the court in Maddox affirmed dismissal of the pleading because "it did not allege that the claim sued for had been presented
...within twelve months from the time of the injuries." ' '
The Maddox condemnation was quickly and thoroughly subsumed into
the ensuing judicial evolution of the claim-presentation mandate. Only
one illustration, Griffin Realty & ConstructionCo. v. Chatham County,""8
featured a petition alleging the county's trespass onto plaintiff's property
and bearing a filing date of slightly more than one year later. Directing
dismissal upon general demurrer, the court explained that a petition
"which contains no allegation that any claim whatsoever arising out of
the transactions sued on was ever filed with the defendant or any one
else, fails to set out a cause of action against the county.""" Over the
years, and in almost countless instances, the appellate court seized upon
plaintiff's silence in order to smite his pleadings: absent distinct averment 7of claim presentation, the swift sword of demurrer took its terminal
11

toll.

If a petition is defective because of silence on the point of presentation,
then it would appear no less so when affirmatively demonstrating noncompliance. Nevertheless, that truism received distinctive recognition at
least as early as Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. v. Mitchell County" s
in which the court stated, "[Ain action brought in the year 1923 for the
recovery of taxes alleged to have been illegally levied and collected in the
year 1919, and setting forth that demand for such refund had been made
upon the county authorities and by them refused a month previous to the
filing of the suit, is barred....,n As the court was to reemphasize rou112. 65 Ga. 216 (1880).
113. The injuries occurred on July 15, 1876, and the action was filed on October 15,
1877. Id. at 217.
114. Id.
115. 47 Ga. App. 545, 171 S.E. 237 (1933).
116. Id. at 545, 171 S.E. at 237.
117. E.g., Commissioners of Rds. & Revenue v. Howard, 59 Ga. App. 451, 1 S.E.2d 222
(1939); Douglas County v. Brown & Riley Enters., 114 Ga. App. 410, 151 S.E.2d 510 (1966).
1M 36 Ga. App. 47, 135 S.E. 223 (1926).
119. Id. at 48, 135 S.E. at 223.
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tinely in later years, dismissal was the unavoidable destination when "allegations of the petition show clearly that the claim was not filed within
the statutory time."'"0

Even when cognizant of the presentation mandate, and striving to "distinctly aver" compliance with it, plaintiffs were still exposed to pitfalls of
peril in perfecting their petitions. In Sparks v. Floyd County,"'1 for example, plaintiff alleged the county's appropriation of her property and then
sought to set out her prior submission of claim to the board of county
commissioners. Indicating both the gist and the fate of her efforts, the
report of the litigation contains the following headnote: "In a suit
against a county, an allegation that the claim sued upon was presented 'as
provided by law' and within 12 months after the accrual of the claim will
not supply the place of a distinct allegation that it was presented in writing and within 12 months from its accrual. 11 2 2 The court's opinion elaborated with the observation that "it appears to us to be. . .necessary, in
bringing suit on a demand against a county, that the distinct allegation
be made that the claim was presented within 12 months to the proper
officials, in writing."' 2' Again, therefore, the county's demurrer devoured
plaintiff's petition.
Skirting the bounds of a similar fate, plaintiff's petition in Coffee
County v. Denton"24 alleged written notice to the county within one year
of injury but was countered by county demurrer protesting a lack of specific information. Agreeing with the thrust of the demurrer, the court expressly conceded that "the notice referred to in the paragraph should
have been set forth in more detail and should have been incorporated in
the petition or attached as an exhibit thereto."' s Concluding that the
trial judge's error in overruling the demurrer was harmless, however, the
court noted that the claim itself, giving the specifics of the alleged injury,
had been properly admitted into evidence in the trial of the case." 6
In 1966 Georgia's legal system embraced a new and heralded proce120. Lorenz v. DeKalb County, 102 Ga. App. 9, 9, 115 S.E.2d 487, 488 (1960).
121. 15 Ga. App. 80, 82 S.E. 583 (1914).
122. Id. at 80, 82 S.E. at 583. The court further held that an allegation that the county
conduct occurred "'prior to July 30, 1912,"' was not sufficient to show that claim was made
"within 12 months, or indeed within 12 years, from the date when the acts complained of

were done and performed." Id. at 85, 82 S.E. at 585.
123. Id. at 83, 82 S.E.at 584. "It is not distinctly alleged

. . .

that the 'claim' of the

plaintiff was so presented, except in so far as the allegation that the presentation was made
'as provided by law' would so imply; and... implication alone is not enough." Id.
124. 64 Ga. App. 368, 13 S.E.2d 209 (1941).
125. Id. at 370, 13 S.E.2d at 210.
126. "Under these circumstances it is obvious that the county was thoroughly apprised
of all the material facts of said wreck, and that the error in overruling the special demurrer
was harmless." Id. at 371, 13 S.E,2d at 211.
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dural era via adoption of the Civil Practice Act,1 27 a movement away from
inordinate preoccupation with procedural technicalities in the trial of a
law suit. One of the first county-claim controversies to arise following that
development, Nipper v. Crisp County,128 presented the court of appeals
with the familiar instance of an action against the county that failed to
allege compliance with the claim-presentation mandate.'2 The court in
Nipper took the occasion to emphasize the revolutionary thrust of the
new Act: demurrers were abolished, 'notice pleading' was the rule, and
petitions were construed in favor of the pleader. So armed, the court announced that prior cases requiring plaintiffs petition to show compliance
with the presentation mandate were no longer applicable, and "[i]t is no
longer necessary that a petition state all the elements of a cause of
action."130
The court continued to flesh out the about-face impact of the new system in Gordy Construction Co. v. KHM Development Co.,1 31 an action for

county trespass and damage to plaintiff's land. Speaking to the claimpresentation issue,' 23 the court termed the requirement a statute of limitation and "a defense which must be specially pleaded" or advanced by
"a motion which shows the existence of this defense." 8 Moreover, the
court instructed, should it fail to raise the issue as an affirmative defense,
the county would waive the requirement.
In recent years, therefore, the historic relationship between the plaintiff's petition and the claim-presentation mandate, in litigation against
counties, has experienced a traumatic transformation. With the Georgia
Civil Practice Act in place, it appears, the Maddox condemnation and its
prolific progeny are no more. In pleading the mandate, therefore, what
originated as the primary concern of the plaintiff turns out to be that of
the county.
C. The 'Claim'
The concept of 'claim' carries with it all those facets envisioned in the
process of making demand upon the county for payment. When the lawsuit is not filed and served within twelve months, those facets are the
ones raising the most practical concerns for both claimant and county. No
127. O.C.G.A. tit. 9, ch. 11 (Michie 1982).
128. 120 Ga. App. 583, 171 S.E.2d 652 (1969).
129. "The petition was filed after the expiration of 12 months and is absolutely silent as
to whether a timely claim was presented within 12 months, or the presence of any legal
disability tolling the time requirement." Id. at 584, 171 S.E.2d at 653.
130. Id. The court thus reversed the trial judge's dismissal of plaintiffs action. Id.
131. 128 Ga. App. 648, 197 S.E.2d 426 (1973).
132. The county had moved for dismissal on the point. Id. at 650, 197 S.E.2d at 428.
133. Id. at 651, 197 S.E.2d at 429.
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issue looms more prominently throughout evolution of the claim-presentation mandate, therefore, than that involving the mechanics of the claim
itself. The issue may be viewed, in the context of the cases, from a number of perspectives.
Format. Although not a matter of explicit statutory attention, the
point probably most frequently remarked upon goes to tangibility of the
claim. Indeed, as early as its 1883 decision in Powell v. County of Muscogee,' 8 ' it will be remembered, the supreme court dismissed as insufficient
"mere conversations" between claimant and individual commissioners
and insisted that "the claim should have been presented in writing."'18 5 In
its 1914 decision of Troup County v. Boddie,' the court of appeals
adopted that insistence as removing all doubt on the matter and discounted claimant's alleged contacts with individual commissioners as well
as his personal appearances before the board in session. 87 In another decision of that same year, Sparks v. Floyd County,"ss the court was incredulous at plaintiff's contention that "the law of Georgia ... does not absolutely require that a claim against a county shall be presented in
writing."13' Quoting the admonition of Powell, the court responded in
wonderment: "We can not understand how it can be contended by the
plaintiff that this pronouncement from the Supreme Court is mere obiter,
as it appears that the exact question was involved, and that the case
turned upon and was decided upon this point.""'
Seeking to avoid this routine judicial condemnation, plaintiff in Mitchell County v. Dixon' framed his petition to enumerate the following
events: oral presentation of claim to the commissioners in session, the
commissioners' acceptance of the claim and their promise to investigate,
the commissioners' later investigation of the matter, and, finally, their refusal of payment. Those facts, plaintiff contended, demonstrated the
commissioners' waiver of the writing requirement, and "estopped the
county from setting up the defense that said claim had not been
presented in writing.""143 In a reaction that promised only to perpetuate
134. 71 Ga. 587 (1883).
135. Id. at 588-89. The court relied upon the points that claim presentation began the
damage proceeding and that in earlier times claims to inferior judges and ordinaries were
made in writing.
136. 14 Ga. App. 434, 81 S.E. 376 (1914).
137. Id. at 434, 81 S.E. at 376. Citing Powell, the court said that "[w]hatever doubt may
have existed ... as to the necessity for presenting claims against a county in writing, that
doubt no longer exists." Id. at 435, 81 S.E. at 377.
138. 15 Ga. App. 80, 82 S.E. 583 (1914).
139. Id. at 81, 82 S.E. at 584.
140. Id.
141. 20 Ga. App. 21, 92 S.E. 405 (1917).
142. Id. at 22, 92 S.E. at 406.
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the problem, the court purported to defuse the claim-presentation issue
by finding that plaintiff's action had been filed and served within twelve
months.'4 8 With the claim mandate thus satisfied, the court could remain
tantalizingly inconclusive on the
issues of waiver and estoppel: "We do
14
not determine this question."

4

In respect to the requirement of written format generally, the intervening years have witnessed an enduring stand-off between the persistence of
claimants in seeking to unsettle the issue and the court of appeals' resistance to movement. Continuing to denigrate claimants' nonwritten communications to individual county commissioners,"1" the court acknowledges but is unswayed by the silence of the statutory mandate."

It is

controlling, rather, that "the cases interpreting this statute have held that
such claims must be presented in writing," and that "a mere oral statement is insufficient."'"1 7 One of the most recent illustrations of this confrontational intensity, Doyal v. Department of Transportation,'" featured claimant's recognition of the judicial terrain and his forthright
contention that those "cases are in error and should be overruled."M'4 The
court's response was equally unequivocal: "This we cannot do even if we
were so inclined (which we are not). '"'5 0 Citing Powell, the court emphasized that "[olur Supreme Court has, in an unreversed opinion, concluded
that the statute requires the claim to be presented in writing .... This

court is without authority to override the decisions of the Georgia Supreme Court.''
Content. Another quandary left agonizingly unaddressed by the statute is that surrounding the composition of the required claim. Given
preparation and submission of a writing, the issue of content has plagued
claimant, county, and court across the ages. Although receiving only passing attention in the formative era, the matter manifested itself with convincing importance in Troup County v.Boddie,"' and the court of appeals treated the point both specifically and in the abstract. In general,
143.

See discussion of the case regarding that feature, supra notes 93-97 and accompa-

nying text
144. 20 Ga. App. at 27, 92 S.E. at 408.
145. E.g., Griffin Realty & Const. Co. v. Chatham County, 47 Ga. App. 545, 171 S.E. 237
(1933).
146. E.g., Williams v. Lowndes County, 120 Ga. App. 429, 170 S.E.2d 750 (1969).
147. Id. at 429, 170 S.E.2d at 750.
148. 142 Ga. App. 79, 234 S.E.2d 858 (1977).
149. Id. at 80, 234 S.E.2d at 859. "The appellants contend that, under the language of
this statute, the oral notice given to an officer of Fulton County constitutes requisite notice.
This, however, flies in the face of numerous cases holding to the contrary." Id.

150.

Id.

151.
152.

Id.
14 Ga. App. 434, 81 S.E. 376 (1914).
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the court reflected, there was no need for "exceeding nicety or great particularity,""' but the information should be sufficient to notify county
authorities of the demand against them, to insure their proper investigation of the matter, and possibly to assist them in calculating legal liability. Thus, "the writing should certainly show who makes the demand, for
what reason the demand is made, and the amount thereof."'
Proceeding to apply those general standards, the court in Boddie focussed upon an 'estimate' and two letters which the plaintiff offered as
his claim upon the county.'" All those- documents referred to conditions
on plaintiff's individual property, observed the court, rather than property of the estate which he purported to represent as administrator in this
litigation. 1" Additionally, the papers failed to indicate how any claim
against the county arose, how the damage occurred, or the amount of
damage. Accordingly, the court held the documents insufficient to constitute the 'claim' mandated by statute. "
The formulations of Boddie quickly became the court of appeals' standard for passing upon questions of content, and in a series of fairly early
illustrative cases the judicial exercise was one of posting a challenged
claim on one side or the other of that standard. In judging one claimant's
efforts to fall short of the mark, 58 for example, the court set out a portion
of the written notice, dated March 21, 1913, which informed the commissioners that "'prior to July 30, 1912,' the county had inflicted damage
upon plaintiff's property while constructing a road."' 5 By virtue of that
information, the court chided, it could not be determined "that the written demand on the county officials was made within 12 months, or indeed
within 12 years, from the date when the acts complained of were done
and performed."' " In a case determined to meet the standard,"" by con153. Id. at 437, 81 S.E. at 378.
154. Id. Otherwise, said the court, "there would be nothing before the county officials
capable of record, or sufficiently definite to be the basis of any affirmative action by them."
Id.
155. These were the documents which plaintiff alleged to amount to written presentation
of claim and were attached as exhibits to his petition. Id. at 435, 81 S.E. at 377.
156. The court said that "in these papers there is nothing whatever to indicate that the
matter referred to therein relates to the estate of Thomas A. Boddie, but they indicate
rather that 'Geo. B. Boddie' individually is the interested party." Id. at 437, 81 S.E. at 378.
157. "We think that there is not enough in the two letters from G.B. Boddie, or in the
estimate attached to one of them, to constitute a compliance with the law requiring the
filing of a written demand." Id.
158. Sparks v. Floyd County, 15 Ga. App. 80, 82 S.E. 583 (1914).
159. Id. at 80, 82 S.E. at 583. Plaintiff had attached a copy of the notice to her petition
as an exhibit.
160. Id. at 85, 82 S.E.at 585. The court affirmed the trial judge's dismissal of plaintiff's
petition. The court said that the petition should specifically set forth presentation of a claim
"in writing as would by its terms, fully apprise the county authorities of the nature, extent,
and date of the demand, and how, to whom, when, and in what form it was presented." Id.
at 83, 82 S.E. at 584.
161. Coffee County v. Denton, 64 Ga. App. 368, 13 S.E.2d 209 (1941).
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trast, the court set forth the contents of a letter from the claimant to the
chairman of the county commissioners describing an accident on a county
bridge.'" Such a notice, the court sketched, "should apprise said authorities of the nature and extent of the claim, how it arose, who makes it, and
what damages, if any, are claimed, and the amount thereof.' ' " In an approving evaluation, the court observed that the letter "named the bridge
where the claimant's car was wrecked, stated in detail the causes of the
wreck, the damage to the car, [and] the exact amount demanded from the
county for said damages."'" Noting evidence of the county's ensuing investigation and refusal to pay, the court deemed it "obvious that the
county was thoroughly apprised of all the material facts of said wreck,"'"
and, quoting the standard of Boddie, that "all of the above-quoted requirements were met by the demand given to the county commissioners
by the plaintiff."'"
In modern times, also, the court's content demarcations remain crucial
to the success of a given claim. On occasion, the delineation is effected
with a minimum of rationale. In Douglas County v. Brown & Riley Enterprises,' 6" for example, the court's opinion neither set out the claim in
issue nor hinted as to its contents. Nevertheless, by mere quotation of
excerpts from Boddie, the court abruptly condemned "a letter written
within the 12-month period by one of the plaintiffs in the case to the
chairman of the defendant's board of county commissioners [as insufficient] to amount to the presentation of a claim against the county."'"
More recently, another claimant's letter moved the supreme court to a
modification of the court of appeals' pronouncements. Sikes v. Candler
County'6" featured an action under general statutes requiring the State
Department of Transportation to defend and compensate claims against
counties for injuries on roads within the state highway system. 170 Plaintiff's letter to the county commissioners purported to provide "formal no162. Id. at 371, 13 S.E.2d at 211. The court said that although the notice should have
been incorporated in the petition or attached as an exhibit, the trial judge did not err in
admitting the letter itself into evidence. Id. at 370, 13 S.E.2d at 210.
163. Id. at 371, 13 S.E.2d at 211.

164. Id.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 372, 13 S.E.2d at 211.
167. 114 Ga. App. 410, 151 S.E.2d 510 (1966).
168. Id. at 410, 151 S.E.2d at 511. Accordingly, the court reversed the trial judge's action
in overruling the county's demurrer to plaintiffs' petition. Id. at 411, 151 S.E.2d at 511.
169. 247 Ga. 115, 274 S.E.2d 464 (1981).
170. See O.C.G.A. § 32-2-6 (Michie 1982).
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tice" of her son's death on a specified bridge, alleged negligence in maintenance of the bridge, and included the name of the investigating officer
as well as the number of the State Patrol report.17 1 Affirming the validity
of the statutory structure under which suit is brought against the county
the court then
but defended by the Department of Transportation,
trial
judge's
decision
that
the
letter
was
not
a sufficient
turned to the
claim. Locating the basis for that decision in the standard proclaimed by
the court in Boddie and its progeny that the claim must state the amount
of the alleged damage, the court disapproved that standard insofar as it
created "an inflexible requirement" without qualification. 73 The requirement made "little sense" in this case, the court elaborated, for two reasons.17 4 First, the suit "is really against the DOT, and it is the DOT which
has the authority to settle the damage claim. 1

75

Second, "in this case the

bulk of the claimed damages are unliquidated."'' 7 Consequently, the letter "did constitute a presentation of the claim 177 for it "contained sufficient information to afford the recipients thereof an opportunity to investigate the claim and ascertain the evidence prior to suit.'

7

'Presentation.' Yet a remaining facet of the 'claim' concept, albeit
of annoyingly nebulous dimensions, is the combination of concerns emanating from the decorum of submission. Thus, when the claim is of sufficiently tangible format and consists of sufficiently informative contents,
analytical attention rotates to the claimant's actual tender of the document to the county. This exercise of 'presentation,' another of the matters
entirely unelaborated in the statutory mandate itself, receives a highly
uneven (indeed erratic) disposition at the hands of the courts; that point,
however, affords little basis for failure to observe the progression of
nuances.
The formative flavor of the issue is derived primarily from the supreme
court's general language in Powell v. County of Muscogee,1 as the court
stressed the insufficiency of "mere conversations" between plaintiff and
171. 247 Ga. at 116, 274 S.E.2d at 465. A copy of the letter had been forwarded to the
Department of Transportation. Id.
172. Id. The court said that by enacting the statute "the General Assembly has said that
when a cause of action accrues on a public road which is part of the State Highway System,
suit may be brought against the county (which is merely a political subdivision of the state),
but the DOT shall'defend any such suit and be responsible for all damages awarded
therein." Id. at 118, 274 S.E.2d at 467.
173. Id.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Id.
178. Id. at 119, 274 S.E.2d at 467. The court thus reversed the trial judge's decision.
179. 71 Ga. 587 (1883).
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individual commissioners.8 0 Illustrating its ideal of satisfactory submission, the court's brief opinion radiated inordinate preoccupation with the
formal setting in which tender was transacted. For instance, the court
bemoaned the absence of' a written presentation to the commissioners
"sitting as commissioners, "' or of a claim "laid before the body in session, either regular or called." 1 2 Tracing the historical devolution of
county administration from inferior courts to courts of ordinaries to
boards of commissioners, the court instructed that the claim in issue
"should have been presented in writing, to the commissioners in
session."''
Powell's manifest exuberance over a formal presentation ambience
found itself an ill-defined casualty of the supreme court's own dampering
determination, thirteen years later in Dement v. DeKalb County,'" that
the timely filing and serving of a lawsuit sufficed as a claim presentation.'" In justifying that somewhat unsettling modification, the Dement
opinion assumed a leveling thrust, an approach designed to diffuse the
distinction between launching litigation and providing notice. After all,
the court in Dement rationalized, the statutory claim mandate did not
specify the "form"" in which the claim should be presented; nor, the
court consequently concluded, did the mandate "warrant the construction
that a formal presentation of the claim shall be a condition precedent to
the bringing of a suit." 187
By the conclusion of its formative endeavors, therefore, the supreme
court had conveyed an uncertain signal on 'presentation.' The precise extent to which Powell's emphasis upon formality logically could, or did,
survive Dement's detraction was threateningly unclear. That issue, along
with several other notions encompassed by the process of tender, appeared likely items of high profile on the impending evolutionary agenda.
In the main, the court of appeals' early evolution of the issue consisted
of by-passing opportunities for clarification. Illustrating the exercise,
Elbert County v. Swift " featured a plaintiff's effort to establish presentation by evidence that his attorney "handed to the clerk of the board of
commissioners a written claim for damages, in the amount of $500, and
180. This aspect of the case is treated in discussion of 'Format,' supra notes 134-51 and
accompanying text.
181. 71 Ga. at 588.
182. Id.

183. Id. at 588-89.
184.
185.

97 Ga. 733, 25 S.E. 382 (1896).
This aspect of the case is treated in discussion of 'The Suit as Claim,' supra notes

80-86 and accompanying text.
186.

97 Ga. at 735, 25 S.E. at 383 (emphasis in original).

187. Id.
188.

2 Ga. App. 47, 58 S.E. 396 (1907).
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that the board received it and declined to pay it."'" Unqualifiedly aloof
to the obvious issueseraised by tender to the clerk rather than to the commissioners, and by the absence of a formal session for receipt and disposition, the court focused exclusively upon the element of time. Because the
evidence failed to establish when the claim was presented, the court declared plaintiff's efforts deficient. 1 "
The court appeared equally reluctant to elaborate on decorum even
when deciding in plaintiff's favor. Thus, in Coffee County v. Denton,"'
the court sustained sufficiency of presentation, relying upon evidence that
plaintiff had mailed a letter to the chairman of the board of county commissioners, and the chairman had received the letter, investigated the accident, and refused the claim."' Again foregoing even a hint at required
ceremonial elements of presentation and disposition, the court viewed the
evidence to demand a finding of compliance with the claim-presentation
mandate. 19"
Finally, Davis v. Cobb County'" directly and conclusively confronted
the court with the issue. There, plaintiff's evidence demonstrated timely
notice of claim served personally upon the county's sole commissioner of
roads and revenues, the official designated by special statute to settle
claims against the county. 1s5 Emphasizing, however, that the statute also
designated the ordinary and superior court clerk as an 'advisory board' to
serve with the commissioner in handling all county finances, the county
pleaded insufficient presentation.'" Projecting the issue to full fruition,
the county maintained that under the notice-of-claim mandate "the claim
must be presented to the governing authorities of a county, and at a time
when such authorities are in actual session for the transaction of county
affairs.""" The occasion, therefore, could hardly be further post189. Id. at 51, 58 S.E. at 398. Plaintiff sought to recover for the county's alleged depreciation of the value of his real property. Id. at 49, 58 S.E. at 397.
190. Id. at 51, 58 S.E. at 398. See also Elbert County v. Brown, 16 Ga. App. 834, 86 S.E.
651 (1915), in which the court refused to reconsider permitting the law suit to suffice as the
claim, thus implicitly rejecting claimant's argument that "it was the plain intention of the
legislature to provide that all claims should be presented and passed upon by the county
authorities before suit; thus adopting a system by which a county could keep check on its
expenditures." Id. at 840, 86 S.E. at 653.
191. 64 Ga. App. 368, 13 S.E.2d 209 (1941).
192. Id. at 371, 13 S.E.2d at 211. Plaintiff sought to recover for damages to his automobile allegedly resulting from a defective county bridge. Id. at 368, 13 S.E.2d at 210.
193. The court reasoned that "the evidence demanded a finding that the claim was
timely presented in writing to the proper county authority." Id. at 371, 13 S.E.2d at 211.
194. 65 Ga. App. 533, 15 S.E.2d 814 (1941).
195. Id. at 535, 15 S.E.2d at 815. Plaintiffs sought to recover for the county's alleged
taking and damaging of real property. Id. at 533, 15 S.E.2d at 814-15.
196. Id. at 534-35, 15 S.E.2d at 815.
197. Id. at 534, 15 S.E.2d at 815. The county argued that "the plaintiffs did not present
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poned: the time was at hand for judicial attention to the exercise of
'presentation.'
In a response more conclusory than analytical, the court in Davis structured an approach founded upon the statutory 'object' of affording the
county opportunities to investigate, ascertain evidence, and avoid litigation. ' " That object did not require that notice be provided to the members of the 'advisory board.'"" As for ceremony, the court was at last explicit: the claim mandate "does not require that a claim against the
county be presented at a time when the governing authority is actually in
session, either at a regular or called meeting, for the transaction of county
affairs."' 00 Rather, county notice was as effectively conveyed by personal
presentation to the commissioner "as if the claim had been presented to
the commissioner and to the other members of the advisory board when
they were holding a meeting for the transaction of county affairs." 0 1
In retrospect, Davis emerges as the undisputed culmination in judicial
evolution of submission decorum. More modem episodes encompass occasional references to facets of the issue, but in the most summary, sporadic, and paradoxical of fashions. On the one hand, for example, in Clayton County v. Sarno,202 the court of appeals was at pains to reaffirm its
decision in Denton upholding the sufficiency of a letter to the chairman
of the board of commissioners.20 The court distinguished that conclusion
from Sarno's invalidation of service of a law suit upon only the chairman.2s On the other hand, in Douglas County v. Brown & Riley Enterprises,206 the court, without discussion or justification, declared deficient
as notice "a letter written within the 12-months period by one of the
plaintiffs in this case to the chairman of defendant's board of county
commissioners."'" Whether the source of the deficiency lay in the inadequacy of information conveyed by the letter or rather in the lack of a
ceremonial presentation to the entire commission, the court failed to
the claim to the governing authorities; and that the notice of the claim was not served on
the commissioner of roads and revenues of the county while in actual session for the transaction of county business." Id.
198. Id. (relying on Neel v. Bartow County, 94 Ga. 216, 21 S.E. 516 (1894)).
199. 65 Ga. App. at 535, 15 S.E.2d at 815.

200. Id.
201. Id. at 535, 15 S.E.2d at 815-16.
202. 112 Ga. App. 379, 145 S.E.2d 283 (1965).
203. Said the court: "That decision held that written notice directed to the chairman of
the county commissioners, which enabled the county to investigate the facts of the claim
before suit was filed, complied with the requirement for presentation of claims against
counties." Id. at 379-80, 145 S.E.2d at 284 (emphasis in original).
204. See the discussion of this aspect of Sarno, supra notes 102-06 and accompanying

text.
205. 114 Ga. App. 410, 151 S.E.2d 510 (1965).
206. id. at 410, 151 S.E.2d at 510.
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elaborate. 117
Providing an appropriate, though almost assuredly temporary, holding
pattern for the evolution, Cobb v. Board of Commissioners of Roads &
Revenue' s featured a factual setting fostering dissention among the
court's members themselves. There, posed in issue, was the correctness of
the trial judge's summary judgement designating plaintiff's notice to the
county's liability insurer as failure to comply with the claim-presentation
mandate.20' Affirming that judgement, a majority of the court of appeals
expended a minimum of effort on explicated analysis. It was immaterial
that the insurer "may have taken investigation of the case;"'1 that fact,
the court accentuated, would not "constitute the presentation of the
claim to the county. 11 For its baseline of a valid presentation compliance, the court was adamant: "Formal, written notice is required. .. and
notice to the county's liability insurer does not satisfy the statute."'"'
Seeking precedential foundation for its footing, the court retreated
into
1
formative origins and disinterred Powell v. County of Muscogee .2
The dissenting opinion in Cobb was precise in restricting its disagree1
ment simply to insufficiency of the evidence for summary judgment.' '
Balancing each commissioner's testimony of the absence of a written
claim 1 against evidence of "numerous written letters of negotiation of
settlement" between plaintiff and the insurer,' 16 the dissent could not
17
bring itself to conclude the lack of a genuine issue of material fact.

Rather, the evidence failed to show "that no written notice reached the
board by and through its authorized representatives or that it is not on
file with the board.' 18 At least by implication, the dissent indicated its
207. The court simply announced that the letter "was not sufficient to amount to the
presentation of a claim against a county required by Code § 23-1602." Id. The court did not
reveal the contents of the letter.
208. 151 Ga. App. 472, 260 S.E.2d 496 (1979).
209. For treatment of the liability insurance aspect, see discussion of that facet of Cobb,
infra notes 333-39 and accompanying text.
210. 151 Ga. App. at 473, 260 S.E.2d at 497.
211. Id.
212. Id.
213. 71 Ga. 587 (1883).
214. 151 Ga. App. at 473, 260 S.E.2d at 497 (McMurray, J., dissenting). The dissenting
opinion represented the view of two of the judges.
215. "The evidence presented in behalf of the governmental authority [affidavits of the
individual commissioners] was that no written claim had been made to each as a member of
the Board of Commissioners . . - ." Id.
216. Id. at 474, 260 S.E.2d at 497.
217. "I cannot agree that the evidence establishes that no notice of claim whatsoever has
been made simply because each commissioner testifies he was not presented with written
notice of the claim." Id. at 474, 260 S.E.2d at 498.
218. Id.
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assessment of an acceptable 'presentation' in these circumstances: "The
board may have authorized in its contract with the insurer that the insurer was to receive all such claims for the board, that is, in the event no
such claim was duly 21
forwarded to the clerk or other authorized representative of the board." '

D. Accrual
The considerable surprise of the formative-era survey, perhaps, was the
conspicuous absence of isolated and specific judicial attention to the basic
element of time. Given the conceded seasonal essence of the claim-presentation mandate, it was little short of remarkable that the earliest litigated controversies did not summon the courts to the seemingly unsophisticated task of calculating months, weeks, and days. The void, as it
turned out, was only temporary; in both quantity and quality the dawn of
the century unfolded the conundrum of calculation.
Roughly characterized, the issue translated into a consideration of time
within a consideration of time; that is, at what point in time does the
time limitation on claim presentation begin? The statutory language
(again) is of scant assistance; from its origin the mandate has required
presentation of claims within twelve months "after they accrue or become
payable." 2' 0 Claim 'accrual,' therefore, is constituted the object of mathematical oscillation, an object capable of projecting for judicial ponder
quandaries far transcending the unsophisticated. A selective glimpse at
the issue, emphasizing example over exhaustion, is in order.
From its earliest decisions, the court of appeals gave no quarter in
stressing the seriousness with which it viewed the task of locating the
temporal point for initiating computation. In several cases involving alleged depreciation in land value resulting from county road alterations,
the court was adamant. Rejecting the claim advanced in Elbert County v.
Swift," 1 alleging "gruesome and unseemly" changes in a site formerly

"unsurpassed in beauty and grandeur,"' the court focused upon plaintiff's charge that the road work was accomplished "in the spring of
1905."' Consequently, the court emphasized, it was at that point that

the claim accrued and plaintiff thus must demonstrate notice within the
following twelve months.2 u
219. Id.
220. O.C.G.A. § 36-11-1 (Michie 1982).
221. 2 Ga. App. 47, 58 S.E. 396 (1907).
222. Id. at 48, 58 S.E. at 396.
223. Id. at 51, 58 S.E. at 398.
224. Because plaintiff had failed to state when his notice to the county was presented,
the court held it deficient. Id.
In Elbert County v. Chapman, 15 Ga. App. 197, 82 S.E. 808 (1914), a similar instance
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The court was no more lenient in Felton v. Macon County,25' an action
for destruction of the rental value of plaintiff's hotel. Plaintiff alleged
completion of the county work in December, 1928, opening of the road in
February, 1929, and loss of rents beginning in September, 1929.221 Disqualifying plaintiff's presentation of claim in January, 1930,' 27 the court
selected as the date of accrual the time of work completion.'" The right
to damages "attached immediately upon completion of this work," the
court reasoned, "and this is true notwithstanding the extent of the resulting damage was not immediately ascertained. 11s
The item of accrual also yielded to judicial delineation in a series of
actions against counties for monies and goods had and received. The
court of appeals made the point by barring a claim filed in 1923 for
county taxes alleged to have been illegally collected in 1919;' the action
could not succeed, said the court, "unless the claim has been presented
within twelve months after its accrual." ' Of approximately the same
vintage, the supreme court conveyed a similar message to one who sought
to substitute the lawsuit for the claim.235 Thus, in an action brought in
1928 for money plaintiff paid the county for land to which the county
allegedly possessed no valid title, the court observed that delivery of the
deeds had occurred in 1926. "The suit was not brought within twelve
months after accrual of the right of action," concluded the court, "and
can not be urged as a substitute for or an equivalent of the presentation
of a claim. "288
Standard Oil Co. v. Jasper County2" confronted the court of appeals
with a considerably more convoluted controversy. Complaining that the
county had not taken a statutorily-required bond from one of its contractors to whom plaintiff had sold and supplied materials for the performance of county work, plaintiff established the following sequence of
receiving similar disposition, plaintiff alleged the damaging road alteration "some time during the year 1910," and the court specified that "the right of action accrued at the time
when the road was altered and the old road abandoned and discontinued." Id. at 203, 82
S.E. at 811. It was at that time, therefore, that the twelve-month period began to run.
225. 43 Ga. App. 651, 159 S.E. 730 (1931).
226. Id. at 652, 159 S.E. at 731. The court considered the action as one arising under the
constitution for the county's taking or damaging of private property.
227. The court sustained the county's demurrer to the action. Id. at 656, 159 S.E. at 733.
228. The court said "it appears that the construction of the embankment complained of
was finished in December, 1928, and this should be taken as the date when the cause of
action accrued." Id. at 654, 159 S.E. at 732.
229. Id. at 655, 159 S.E. at 732.
230. Atlantic Coast Line R.R. v. Mitchell County, 36 Ga. App. 47, 135 S.E. 223 (1926).
231. Id. at 48, 135 S.E. at 223.
232. Newsome v. Treutlen County, 168 Ga. 764, 149 S.E. 44 (1929).
233. Id. at 765, 149 S.E. at 45.
234. 53 Ga. App. 804, 187 S.E. 307 (1936).
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events: the purchase contract was executed in May, 1931; the account
became due in July, 1932; the contractor became insolvent in December,
1932; and plaintiff presented claim to the county for payment in January,
1934. In order to resolve the issue, said the court, "it is necessary to determine when a claim such as the present one 'accrues or becomes payable.' ""a Reaching that determination, the court employed a bifurcation
of perspectives. Under one view, "the time when the contractor becomes
insolvent is the time when the loss results and the county becomes sub-

ject to suit."'" S° Under an alternative approach, accrual occurred when
plaintiff's account with the contractor became due. 287 Neither perspective

disclosed an event within a period of twelve months preceding plaintiff's
presentation of claim,"" therefore, and the court declared the action
barred by the statute of limitations."'
In contrast, the court was able to discern a perspective of compliance in
Owens v. Floyd County,"'0 which was a county clerk's action for fees collected and paid to the county under an alleged mistake of law. Complaining that a 1953 local statute, converting plaintiff from a fee to a salary system, had been judicially invalidated in 1955, plaintiff sought to
recover the difference between the salary received and the fees collected.
Perceiving the action as one for money had, received, and used by the
county to pay legitimate debts, the court hurdled the barrier of the claimpresentation mandate by posting accrual in October, 1955, when the supreme court invalidated the local statute."' 1 Noting plaintiff's presentation of claim in January, 1956, the court announced that "all acts were
done within the statutory time."' "'
Historically, actions against counties for the flooding of private property have constituted by far the most prolific source of controversy over
the element of accrual. Both appellate courts have played an active part
in the evolution, and a few illustrative epochs will hopefully serve to ap235. Id. at 808, 187 S.E. at 310.
236. Id.at 809, 187 S.E. at 310 (citing Decatur County v. Southern Clay Mfg. Co., 34 Ga.
App. 305, 305, 129 S.E. 290, 290 (1925)). In other words, December 1932.
237. In other words, July, 1932.
238. In other words, January, 1934.
239. 53 Ga. App. at 809, 187 S.E. at 310. The court also rejected plaintiffs contention
that the parties had modified the purchase contract to extend its due date until the contractor's completion of the projects. Because that alleged agreement had not been entered until

the contract was past due, the court declared it without consideration and nudum pactum.
Id.

240. 94 Ga. App. 532, 95 S.E.2d 389 (1956).
241. See Walden v. Owens, 211 Ga. 884, 89 S.E.2d 492 (1955).
242. 94 Ga. App. at 535, 95 S.E.2d at 392. The court's opinion was somewhat confusing;
it apparently had already concluded that the suit was not of the type covered by the claimpresentation mandate. For treatment of that aspect of the case, see discussion, infra note
312 and accompanying text.
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propriately chronicle the development. As early as 1911, Nalley v. Carroll

County 4" called the Georgia Supreme Court to the endeavor via the complaint that the county and its agent had in 1903 erected a partial dam
resulting in stream overflows on plaintiff's land each year from 1904
through 1908. Passing on the county's demurrer, the court assayed plain-

tiff's petition to allege the maintenance of a nuisance by both defendants "'4 and delineated that only the overflow damages "which occurred
within twelve months prior to the bringing of the suit would be recover-

able against the county.' 4 Plaintiff's claim having been filed in January,
1908, the court reasoned that damages from overflows occurring more
than twelve months earlier "would be barred
as against the county, where
s4
no notice of a claim therefore was given."" 6
Over a period of many years, the court of appeals sought to posit instances of flooding litigation on one side or the other of the supreme

court's theme in Nailey. For an instance deemed short of the standard,
Godfrey v. County of Jefferson"7 presented alleged county destruction of

an embankment in 1913; resulting overflow damage in May, 1915; and, in

April, 1916, plaintiff's service of process." 8 Characterizing the charge as
trespass and creation of a nuisance, rather than nuisance maintenance,"'
the court held that plaintiff's action accrued in 1 9 1 3 .s1"As an episode of
contrasting result, HabershamCounty v. Knight 2 1 involved construction

of a highway through plaintiff's land and the county's commencement of
preliminary work in May, 1935; commencement of actual highway construction in July, 1936; completion of the road on November 24, 1937;
and, on November 22, 1938, plaintiff's lawsuit."' The court characterized

243. 135 Ga. 835, 70 S.E. 788 (1911).
244. The court distinguished maintenance of the nuisance from its creation. Id. at 837,
70 S.E. at 789.
245. Id. The court held plaintiff's action against the individual county agent governed by
the general four-year statute of limitations. Id.
246. Id. The court reversed the trial judge's dismissal of plaintiff's action. Id. at 838, 70
S.E. at 792.
247. 21 Ga. App. 384, 94 S.E. 604 (1917).
248. The service of the lawsuit was the only notice provided, and the court said "the sole
question for determination is when the plaintiff's cause of action accrued." Id. at 386, 94
S.E. at 605.
249. The petition, properly construed, clearly shows a trespass and the creation
thereby of a private abatable nuisance by the county, but fails altogether to allege
that anything was done towards the maintenance thereof, since to maintain a nuisance ordinarily requires some affirmative act, or. a refusal to act, after knowledge
of the existence of the nuisance ....

Id. at 388, 94 S.E. at 606.
250. Id. The court thus sustained the county's general demurrer. Id.
251. 63 Ga. App. 720, 12 S.E.2d 129 (1940).
252. Id. at 721-24, 12 S.E.2d at 130-31. The lawsuit was the only notice provided. Id.
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plaintiff's purpose as recovery for depreciation resulting from "the com-

pleted project"'" and not "for any damages sustained as a result of an
abatable, temporary, or continuing nuisance. '2 " Allegations of losses arising from the resulting flooding, the court explained, "are but allegations
of fact illustrative of the character of the injuries and damage to the
plaintiff's land."' 5' The construction of the highway was completed on
November 24, 1937, and "Itihis" held the court, "is the date the cause of
action accrued."'"
The supreme court's modem excursions in the area appear to expand
the Nalley theme to its maximum measurement and to frown upon the
machinations earlier emanating from the court of appeals. In DeKalb
7 for example,
County v. McFarland,"5
the court considered allegations of
property flooding from a county spillway, a charge of continuing nuisance
amounting to inverse condemnation, and an enumeration of damages on
specific days within the twelve months preceding plaintiff's claim.'" Rejecting the county's contention of noncompliance with the claim-presentation mandate, the court quoted extensively from its 'full-bench decision' in Nalleys " and declared sufficient plaintiff's allegations "that the
county's action in constructing a spillway and digging a ditch along the
road resulted in the flooding of his lands each year since their construction with specific damages to his property within the twelve months preMoreover, from the language of the opinion, it appears that the court may unaccountably
have settled for the filing of the suit rather than its service.
253. 63 Ga. App. at 723, 12 S.E.2d at 131.
254. Id.
255. Id.
256. -Id. at 724, 12 S.E.2d at 131. Thus plaintiff's suit of November 22, 1938, fell within
the permissible period, and the court sustained the trial judge in overruling the county's
demurrer.
When neither the county work nor the resulting flooding occur within twelve months preceding plaintiff's lawsuit, delineation of plaintiff's purpose is unnecessary. Thus, in Lorenz
v. DeKalb County, 102 Ga. App. 9, 115 S.E.2d 487 (1960), work on the county school began
in 1954 and although overflows on plaintiff's property had continually resulted at intervals
since that time, the most recent instance had occurred in 1958. The court deemed it clear
that the plaintiff's petition had not been filed within the statutory limit. Id. at 9, 115 S.E.2d
at 488.
257. 223 Ga. 196, 154 S.E.2d 203 (1967).
258. The petition alleged only that the spillway was constructed within four years preceding the suit. Id. at 196, 154 S.E.2d at 203.
259. Indeed, the court held Nalley to prevail over the later nonfull-bench decision in
Floyd County v. Fincher, 169 Ga. 460, 150 S.E. 577 (1929), a county flooding case in which
the court held counties immune to such an action in continuing nuisance. Here in McFarland, the court emphasized that plaintiff alleged the continuing nuisance to amount to an
unconstitutional county taking of property without payment of compensation. 223 Ga. at
200, 154 S.E.2d at 206.
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ceding his giving notice to the county." 2 "
By 1978 the supreme court was prepared to sort out some of the evolutionary strands. In Reid v. Gwinnett County" 1 the evidence indicated
county completion of a highway in 1975 and plaintiff's written notice in
1977 asserting the resulting diversion of surface water to constitute a continuing nuisance and trespass. Reviewing the trial judge's conclusions
both of county immunity and of noncompliance with the claim-presentation mandate, the court reversed. Holding immunity to succumb to the
constitution's eminent domain provision, 6 ' the court relied upon Nalley
and McFarland for the following formulation:
Where a county maintains a continuing nuisance by diverting surface
water which causes damage to property, a claim arises in favor of the
property owner each time such flooding, siltation, pollution or other
damage occurs. Upon giving the 12-months notice ... , such property
owner is entitled to recover those damages incurred in the 12-months
preceding the giving of the notice."'
Drawing an explicit bead on the court of appeals' "inference" in Habersham County v. Knight,'" requiring claim within twelve months of construction completion, the court in Reid expressly rejected that requirement for damages from a continuing nuisance.'"
Providing an apt and novel conclusion for the discussion, DeKalb
County v. Bolick'6" featured a county's rather ingenious attempt to invoke the shield of the claim-presentation mandate at a second stage in
the same litigation. Having failed to comply with a previous injunction to
abate the nuisance of surface water flooding, the county sought to block
the property owner's action for contempt on the ground that "it was
brought more than twelve months after the most recent flooding for
which evidence was presented." 67 In a response bordering upon incredulity, the supreme court scorned the generation of "frustratingly repetitive
litigation"' which would require reassertion of plaintiff's claim "if the
county delayed its compliance for more than twelve months from the
260. 223 Ga. at 200, 154 S.E.2d at 206. The court thus sustained the trial judge in over-

ruling the county's demurrer. Id. at 201, 154 S.E.2d at 206.
261. 242 Ga. 88, 249 S.E.2d 559 (1978).
262. The court designated that provision the source of a property owner's right to recover for property damage from public improvements. Id.at 89, 249 S.E.2d at 560.

263. Id. at 89-90, 249 S.E.2d at 560-61.
264. 63 Ga. App. 720, 12 S.E.2d 129 (1940).
265. The court viewed that inference as contrary to its decisions in Nalley and McFarland. 242 Ga. at 90, 12 S.E.2d at 561.
266. 249 Ga. 843, 295 S.E.2d 92 (1982).
267. Id. at 844, 295 S.E.2d at 93.

268. Id.
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complained of.' se Declared the court: "We
time of the injury originally
70
will not reward delay.'
Thus, the chronology illustrates that the formatively dormant issue of
time computation has proved fully capable of engendering its share of
litigation. Having merely designated 'accrual' as the triggering concept,
the presentation mandate itself provided only the most meager point of
departure for the judicial task of evolution. Even a selective glimpse
reveals a rich history of contributions to the endeavor by both appellate
courts. From the beginning, the court of appeals displayed a demeanor of
utmost seriousness in approaching the matter in general; and the supreme
court early staked out a theme for delineation in the particularly prolific
niche of property flooding. In its modern cases, the court appears to have
further developed that theme in fashioning a means both to determine
accrual for "continuing nuisances" that constitute instances of inverse
condemnation and to convey considerable impatience with county efforts
at evasion. Unquestionably, evolution of "accrual" will continue.
E.

Coverage

As early as 1894, Neel v. Commissioners of Bartow County1 1 had elicited from the supreme court genuine expressions of doubt concerning the
reach of the claim-presentation mandate. In that formative-era case, a
purchaser's action on county bonds, it will be recalled that the court exempted plaintiff from the mandate, but with rationale that begged for
supplementation. 2 1 By far the most intriguing facet of that rationale was
the court's indicated uncertainty that the basic 'object' of the mandate
was relevant to claims of which, by their nature, the county necessarily
possessed knowledge. Thus, in respect to the bonds there in issue, the
bonds and that "it is
court in Neel opined that counties recorded their
7
well known, or ought to be, when they mature.' 3
The implications of the court's expressed qualms over basic applicability went, of course, to the essence of the claim mandate itself. Whether
the potential of those implications would be realized, avoided, or further
complicated was left to future evolution; seeking to address that foreboding spectre is the thrust of present inquiry into illustrative controversies
269. Id. at 844, 295 S.E.2d at 93-94.
270. Id. at 844, 295 S.E.2d at 94. The court reasoned that plaintiff, having originally
provided sufficient claim to obtain the injunction for abatement, was thereafter in compliance with the claim-presentation mandate and entitled to the injunction, "regardless of
whether or when subsequent injuries occurred on his property as a result of the continuing

nuisance of excess water." Id.
271.

94 Ga. 216, 21 S.E. 516 (1894).

272. See discussion of the Neel decision, supra notes 46-54 and accompanying text.
273. 94 Ga. at 219, 21 S.E. at 517.
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where the coverage concern surfaced.
Two instances shortly after 1900, both concerning county warrants,
seemingly afforded the court an opportunity to expound upon its equivocal theme from Neel. In Butts County v. Wright27 ' plaintiff sought to
recover money allegedly loaned to and used by the county to pay its warrants, and the county demurred on plaintiff's non-presentation of claim.
In a treatment devoid of analysis, a majority of the court distinguished
the action from one brought on the warrants themselves which would
"render presentation of the claims unnecessary." 7 5 Rather, the court
maintained, plaintiff's action, whether for money had and received or
based on implied contract, was a claim covered by the mandate and subject to the demurrer. 27' A dissenting opinion, equally lacking in explicated
rationale, took issue with the validity of the court's distinction. Viewing
plaintiff's action as one for money had and received by the county,"7 1the
dissent insisted that "the suit does not involve a claim within the meaning" of the mandate. 79 Remarkably, neither opinion in Wright, even by
citation, referred to the court's decision in Neel.O
Apparently profiting from the hindsight provided by Wright, plaintiff
in Jackson Banking Co. v. Gaston' framed its action as one brought, as
assignee, on the county warrants themselves.'s Following the trial court's
award of judgment in its favor, plaintiff sought to mandamus the county
commissioner to levy a tax sufficient to raise funds for payment. Reversing a dismissal upon demurrer,8 3 citing Wright, and ignoring Neel, the
supreme court was adamant in its delineation: "County warrants are not
such 'claims' as are required to be presented within twelve months after
they accrue or become payable . .

.

.

By far the most common context for judicial reference to coverage has
274. 136 Ga. 697, 71 S.E. 1046 (1911).
275. Id. at 698, 71 S.E. at 1046.
276. Id. Indeed, the court doubted that plaintiff's allegations of unauthorized county
borrowing gave rise to any valid action.
277. Id. at 698, 71 S.E. at 1047 (Holden, J., dissenting).
278. Id. The dissent agreed that no action could be maintained on the loan contract
itself. Id.
279. Id.
280. Plaintiff's later effort to amend his lawsuit met with no more success; see Butts
County v. Wright, 143 Ga. 253, 84 S.E. 443 (1915), in which the court reaffirmed its earlier
disposition of the case.
281. 149 Ga. 31, 99 S.E. 30 (1919).
282. The case concerned the same county as did Wright, and plaintiff alleged that it had
purchased the warrants from the original holders and effected a good faith transfer. Id. at
31, 99 S.E. at 30.
283. Id. The demurrer had been expressly founded upon plaintiff's noncompliance with
the claim-presentation mandate.
284. Id.
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been that in which a county officer or employee seeks remuneration in
respect to some activity carried out by reason of the position occupied. By
way of fairly early example, Sammons v. Glascock County's" drew the
supreme court's attention to a special statute creating the office of county
commissioner and to the statute's specific provision for the commissioner's salary.2 86 Focussing upon that provision, the court declared that
the claim-presentation mandate "is not applicable to allowances for salary of the commissioner under the above-stated act. ' "127 As rationale for

that conclusion, however fleeting, the court reasoned that "salary is an
allowance provided by law for the benefit of the commissioner as a public
officer, and has no reference to contract or breach of duty."""
The court's articulation in Sammons thus left unrevealed the precise
analytical point of pivotal prominence. Whether that point derived from
some special dimension emanating from the concept of 'salary,' or from
the commissioner's status as 'a public officer,' or from the statutory origin
of the claim advanced, the court failed to elaborate. Moreover, the fashion in which those notions existed in a legal sphere analytically isolated
from 'contract or breach of duty' remained a perplexity for ponder. Obviously, therefore, Sammons had nourished more issues than it had satiated, and a return confrontation was preponderatingly predictable.
The confrontation proved to be a sustained one as the supreme court,
over a considerable expanse of years, struggled to strengthen its Sammons' signal. A representative and noteworthy instance of this progeny,
Baggett v. Barrow' featured a county sheriffs action to collect back pay
for services in summoning juries as specified by general statute.2 0 Addressing the issue of claim-presentation coverage 2 91 the court's line of demarcation emphasized the "variable and altogether uncertain" amount of
compensation payable for the services in issue." Under the material statute, stressed the court, the sheriff's fees were completely "dependent
upon the number of juries summoned for the particular court.' '2 9 3 Those

fees, consequently, were not of a character "fixed and certain" within the
285. 161 Ga. 893, 131 S.F_ 881 (1926).
286. Id. at 893-94, 131 S.E. at 881. Apparently, the case featured an action to enjoin the
commissioner's effort to compensate himself by illegal warrant.
287. Id. at 894, 131 S.E. at 881.
288. Id. The court distinguished covered claims as those "based on breach of duty, and
...different in character from the provision for salary which is made by statute as stated
above." d.
289. 166 Ga. 700, 144 S.E. 251 (1928).
290. Id. at 701, 144 S.E. at 252.
291. Some of the sheriff's claims extended beyond the twelve-month period of time. Id.
at 702, 144 S.E. at 252.
292. Id. at 704, 144 S.E. at 253.
293. Id.
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principle of Sammons2" but rather fell within the coverage of the presentation mandate."s
The opposite conclusion was forthcoming in MacNeill v. Steele,'" an
action for back pay by a county court bailiff alleging the receipt of less
compensation than that statutorily required for the position."s 7 Affirming
the trial judge's overruling of defendant's demurrer, the court expressly

adopted the judge's rejection of the claim-presentation defense. The
adopted rationale emphasized that plaintiff was a "public officer" and
that his salary "was within fixed limits provided by statute."'" Under the
principle of Sammons, therefore, "plaintiff's claim is not such as must be
presented within twelve months after it accrued or became payable.""

Rather, "it is a liability fixed by statute."'8 'e
By this juncture in the evolution, therefore, the supreme court had
structured a scale of sorts for utilization of the Sammons exception to
coverage. With instances such as Baggett and MacNeill positioned on
that scale, the judicial endeavor gravitated into the less creative exercise
of weighing perceived similarities and distinctions appearing in the ensuing factual confrontations. An appropriate example of the exercise, the
1941 case of County of Bibb v. Winslett s0 ' encompassed a controversy
between county commissioners and the tax collector over the latter's right

to specified fees and commissions.$" Emerging as one among a multitude
of issues raised by demurrer, the presentation mandate's coverage of the
collector's claim loomed for resolution.'" Working between the established points on its decisional graph, the court profiled the consideration

that both the commissioners' duty and the tax collector's compensation
294. Id. at 701, 144 S.E. at 252.
295. "Claims of sheriffs for summoning juries under the provisions of the act of 1918 fall
within the provisions of the section of the Code just cited; and when not presented within
twelve months after they accrue, they are barred." Id.
296. 186 Ga. 792, 199 S.E. 99 (1938).
297. Id. Plaintiff contended that by resolution the county commissioners had reduced
his salary to a level less than that specified by a population statute, and that he had been
compensated at the lower rate for more than a year. Id.
298. Id. at 794, 199 S.E. at 101.
299. Id.
300. Id.
301. 191 Ga. 860, 14 S.E.2d 108 (1941).
302. The tax collector sought to restrain the county from proceeding against him for
alleged overpayments by contending that the county was liable to him in a larger amount.
Id. at 862, 14 S.E.2d at 111.
303. Under the demurrer, the court's consideration was premised as follows: "If the
taxes were in fact collected by the county authorities, as the allegations of the petition were
sufficient to show as against the demurrer interposed, then it was the duty of the county
authorities to pay to the tax-collector the amount of commissions due on the State's share."
Id. at 876, 14 S.E.2d at 118.
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were "fixed and determined by law."""H So armed, the court expressly engaged Sammons to conclude that "it was not incumbent upon the taxcollector to present his claim within twelve months in order to prevent it
from becoming barred."' 0 5 Putting distance between the points charted,
the court explained that "[tihe amount was not uncertain and contingent
6
on varying acts of the officer, as in Baggett v. Barrow."sa
With the confirmation of Winslett, the supreme court appeared to have
considerably perfected the exemption precept of Sammons. The controlling analysis did not after all necessarily pivot upon the concepts of salary, or public officer, or even statutory specification of the claim. Rather,
as it had developed, the crucial inquiry went to the element of certainty;
that is, whether the remuneration claimed was of a fixed and certain
character or of a nature uncertain and contingent. Also considerably
blurred by this stage, it seemed, was the Sammons' delineation between
the features of exemption and the non-exempted matters of 'contract or
breach of duty.' Finally, one could but wonder whether the court's more
modern concern with certainty was but a variant on the formative-era's
preoccupation with the county's necessary knowledge of the claim.
The more recent contributions to the scale have come primarily from
the court of appeals. A striking illustration, Stelling v. Richmond
County,'0 7 brought forth an action in breach of contract alleging plaintiff's employment as county auditor, his discharge by the county under
subterfuge, and his entitlement to two years' back salary10 s Crafting a
two-pronged response to the county's demurrer on nonpresentation of
claim, the court first envisioned the mandate's purposes as assisting the
county in estimating budget requirements, making commitments, and levying taxes.809 Those purposes were unaffected by "official salaries," reasoned the court, "where the county is informed in advance of its liabilities
by reason of its own acts in employing or retaining personnel."3 0" Second,
the court expressly cited to Sammons for the formulation that "(s]alaries
of public officers which have been fixed by law do not come within the
bar of this statute."'"" In order to fit facts to formulation, however, it was
further necessary for the court in Stelling to assimilate salaries specifical304. Id.

305. Id.
306. Id.
307. 81 Ga. App. 571, 59 S.E.2d 414 (1950).
308. Id. at 572-73, 59 S.E.2d at 417.
309. The court reasoned that "some method is needed for controlling the presentation of
delayed claims which might be brought in subsequent years, with the result that suits would
be brought and judgments obtained that could only be paid by diverting tax money levied
for other purposes." Id. at 575, 59 S.E.2d at 418.
310. Id.
311. Id.
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ly fixed by statute to the auditor's salary fixed by the county commissioners pursuant to statutory authority. That assimilation accomplished with
alacrity, the court
pronounced the action free of the claim-presentation
12
requirement.

With its resolution of the issue in Stelling, therefore, and whether or
not the supreme court had so intended, the court of appeals had deftly
blended the formative and the modern. The former's preoccupation with
county knowledge and the latter's concern with certainty of amount became virtually as one, and the Sammons precept served to usher a
breach-of-contract action safely past the snares of the claim-presentation
mandate. The court of appeals took no special note of its accomplishment; it was unclear, however, whether the court's reticence stemmed
from characteristic modesty or rather from Sammons' glaring self-declared nonapplicability to contract actions. Whatever the correct explanation, the Stelling technique is currently centerpiece authority in the
court's arsenal and unelaborated reference to it is deemed sufficient analysis to excuse nonpresentation of claim. Illustratively, Polk County v. Anderson,1 ' presented allegations that the county commissioners had appointed plaintiff as county administrator for a specified term and salary
but, prior to expiration of the term, had terminated his services. In a consideration of plaintiff's contract action for lost compensation,3 14 the court
noted sufficiently alleged "implied authority" on the part of the commissioners to make the appointment and, citing only to Stelling, rendered
the following disposition of the nonpresentation defense: "The statute
requiring claims against counties to be presented within one year of their
accrual

. . .

does not apply to this action."31 5

What is probably the remaining most explicit expression of an exception to the mandate's coverage is found in the supreme court's 1939 decision of Lynch v. Harris County.31 6 That case, considered as an action to
eject the county from possession of land,"1 ' included plaintiff's concession
of noncompliance with the mandate, and prompted the court's express
inquiry into coverage. Briefly reviewing the exceptions it had previously
312. Id. The court issued a similar pronouncement in Owens v. Floyd County, 94 Ga.
App. 532, 95 S.E.2d 389 (1956), an action by a former county court clerk for the difference
in salary received from the county and fees collected by plaintiff.
313. 116 Ga. App. 546, 158 S.E.2d 315 (1967).
314. That is, the difference between the amount plaintiff would have received for the
remainder of his term and the salary he received for other employment during that time.
315. 116 Ga. App. at 546, 158 S.E.2d at 316.
316. 188 Ga. 651, 4 S.E.2d 573 (1939).
317. The court appeared to hurdle county immunity by reliance upon the constitution's
eminent domain provision: "When it so takes private property, it violates the constitution,
and by implication the property owner is given a right to redress in the courts." Id. at 654, 4

S.E.2d at 575.
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established regarding county warrants 18 and salary claims, 1 ' the court
appeared to find similar cause for pause in respect to actions trying title.
In any event, without further analogy or analysis, the court announced
yet another deviation from the course: "An assertion of ownership of
land in possession of the county is not such a claim as must be presented
within twelve months."'s 0
Whatever the precise basis for, or reach of, the coverage exception declared in Lynch, the principle failed to attract extensive judicial attention
in succeeding years. Somewhat unaccountably, however, the court of appeals purported to press the precept into service by virtue of its approach
21
There, a former county policeman sought
to Cloud v. DeKalb County.3
to recover statutorily-established fees for services in confiscating
automobiles, fees to which the county itself laid claim. 2 In respect to the
county's plea of nonpresentation, the unanticipated thrust of the court's
reaction went not to its rejection of the defense but to the flavor of its
rationale. Rather than adopting the exceptions created by Sammons and
its progeny for remuneration claims by public officers, the court in Cloud
identified exclusively with the analysis of Lynch.s2s Although the claimed
fees were not susceptible to identification, 82' as was the land in Lynch,
the court nevertheless reasoned that "in principle" the action was for the
identical money.8 8 ' Accordingly, "[u~nder authority of the Lynch case it
was unnecessary for the claims to be presented to the county within
twelve months." 26
It may be, therefore, that the precept of Lynch holds the promise of yet
another general exception to the claim-presentation requirement, an exception for the control of controversies viewable at least as actions for
trying the title to property. If so, however, it remains an exception standing largely unelaborated and completely devoid of judicially announced
policy justifications. Those deficiencies alone are sufficient to counsel cau318. Id. (citing Jackson Banking Co. v. Gaston, 149 Ga. 31, 99 S.E. 30 (1919)). See supra
notes 281-84 and accompanying text.
319. 188 Ga. at 654, 4 S.E.2d at 575 (citing Sammons v. Glascock County, 161 Ga. 893,
131 S.E. 881 (1926)). See supra notes 285-88 and accompanying text.
320. 188 Ga. at 654, 4 S.B.2d at 575.
321. 70 Ga. App. 777, 29 S.E.2d 441 (1944).
322. Id. at 778, 29 S.E.2d at 442. A majority of the court construed the material statutes
to permit plaintiff's participation in the proceeds arising from sales of the automobiles. Id.
at 779, 29 S.E.2d at 443.
323. The court also relied upon Lynch to establish the right of action itself. Id. at 78081, 29 S.E.2d at 443-44.
324. Had the property been capable of precise identification, said the court, "trover
would have been an appropriate remedy." Id. at 781, 29 S.E.2d at 444.
325. Said the court: "The same reasoning applies to this case .... The action is for its
equivalent, and in principle is the same as if it were for the identical money." Id.

326. Id.
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tion in further conjecture.32 7
Lest the impression be conveyed that Georgia's appellate courts sit in
readiness to declare newly-discovered coverage exceptions at the drop of a
petition, concluding observation is directed to two recent instances in
which the court of appeals spurned invitations to innovate. Issuing such a
request, plaintiff in Evans County v. McDonald,'" attempted to add the
county as a party defendant to litigation seeking damages for personal
injury occurring on a state-aid road.32 9 In response to the county's defense
that the injury had occurred almost three years earlier, and that plaintiff
had presented no claim, plaintiff contended for an exemption by invoking
the early Neel decision on county bonds. 3 " "That case," the court announced in disposing of the argument, "is not authority for waiving the
claim for damages plaintiffs seek against the county in the present tort
action."33 1 A timely filing of the suit against the original defendant, the
court was confident, could not suffice to "avoid the one year statute of
limitation applicable to suits against a county in cases of this kind.""'
Of a somewhat different complexion, the exception urged in Cobb v.
Board of Commissioners of Roads and Revenue, 3 a personal injury action arising out of plaintiff's collision with a county vehicle, derived from
the existence of constitutional s " and statutory 3 authorization for county
327. Vaguely reminiscent of the Lynch syndrome, perhaps, was the random dicta employed by the court of appeals in Gordy Construction Co. v. KHM Development Co., 128
Ga. App. 648, 197 S.E.2d 426 (1973), an action for trespass and damage to plaintiffs land
via the county's construction of a sewer line. Although holding that procedurally the county
had waived insistence upon the claim-presentation requirement by failing to affirmatively
raise the point, the court then proceeded to conjecture that the mandate
would not apply in this case because the pleadings and the evidence here show a
continuous trespass from day to day due to the fact that the sewer line and its
structures, both above and below the ground, wrongfully remain upon plaintiff's
property without any authority whatever and without payment of any sum of
money therefor.
Id. at 652, 197 S.E.d at 429. For this statement, the court cited neither Lynch nor indeed
any other case involving a county.
328. 133 Ga. App. 955, 213 S.E.2d 82 (1975).
329. Id. at 955, 213 S.E.2d at 82. A tree limb had fallen on plaintiff's automobile, and
plaintiff had originally brought a timely action against the municipality in which the road
was located. Id.
330. Neel v. Commissioners of Bartow County, 94 Ga. 216, 21 S.E. 516 (1894). The court
in McDonald characterized the decision in Neel as holding that "the limitation statute of
twelve months did not apply to bonds, or that it was suspended." 133 Ga. App. at 956, 213
S.E.2d at 83.
331. 133 Ga. App. at 956, 213 S.E.2d at 83.
332. Id.
333. 151 Ga. App. 472, 260 S.E.2d 496 (1979).
334. GA. CONST. art. IX, § 6, para. 2 (1976). See the present authorization for legislative
waiver of governmental immunity in GA. CONST. art. IX, § 2, para. 9.
335. GA. CoDe ANN. § 56-2437 (Harrison 1977), O.C.G.A. § 33-24-51 (Michie 1982).
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liability insurance."' Once insurance was obtained, plaintiff emphasized,
the authorizations expressly limited the county to "only such defense as
could be made if the insured were a private person. 8' 53 Rejecting plain-

tiff's argument that the claim-presentation mandate must yield to the
limitation in such a case, the court relied upon its similar treatment of
the issue in municipal law." s Consequently, the court concluded, "we find
no conflict between the statute of limitation and the constitutional and
statutory provisions relating to waiver of immunity." 3'
F. Extending the Period
A final aspect of the claim mandate's evolutionary process revolves
around the period of time itself. As noted, the statute is definite to the
extent that it treats the point: twelve months from accrual. The question may arise, nevertheless, whether there are circumstances under
which, once the time of 'accrual' is determined,'40 the period thereafter
allowed for claim presentation can be extended beyond the twelve-month
deadline. In general, the issue has failed to generate extensive judicial
explication, but a few possibilities are worthy of mention.
On at least two previously-noted occasions, the time-extension potential hovered within the peripheral focus of the controversy. For instance,
a seller who supplied materials to an insolvent county contractor sought
recovery from the county for failure to. obtain a statutorily-required
bond.S Assuming accrual to occur on the due date specified in the contract between plaintiff and the contractor," s the supreme court noted
plaintiff's argument for time extension based upon an alleged modification of that contract.3'8 Summarily rejecting the argument, the court ob336. See Sentell, Tort Liability Insurance in Georgia Local Government Law, 24 MERc a L. REV, 651 (1973), reprinted in STunms, supra note 21, at 811.
337. 151 Ga. App. at 472, 260 S.E.2d at 497.
338. Id. at 472-73, 260 S.E.2d at 497 (relying on Perdue v. City Council of Augusta, 137
Ga. App. 702, 225 S.E.2d 62 (1976)). In Perdue,the court characterized plaintiff's argument
as "ingenious," but held that the insurance statute had neither expressly nor impliedly repealed the ante litem notice requirement for actions against municipalities. 137 Ga. App. at
703, 225 S.E.2d at 62-63.
339. 151 Ga. App. at 473, 260 S.E.2d at 497. The court thus affirmed the trial judge's
summary judgment for the county on the ground of plaintiff's noncompliance with the
claim-presentation mandate. Id.
340. For specific treatment of 'accrual,' see discussion, supra notes 220-70 and accompanying text.
341. Standard Oil Co. v. Jasper County, 53 Ga. App. 804, 187 S.E. 307 (1936).
342. Actually, the court leaned to the view that plaintiff's action against the county accrued at the time of the contractor's insolvency. 53 Ga. App. at 80, 187 S.E. at 310.
343. Id. Although plaintiff's suit against the county had not been brought within twelve
months of the contractually-specified due date, it was brought within twelve months of the
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served that plaintiff had received no consideration for the modification
and thus the parties' agreed delay of due date until completion of the
project was nudum pactum.'"
Another variant on the extension theme might be viewed in the context
of a tort claimant's effort to add the county as a party defendant to the
controversy at a point well past expiration of twelve months." Conceding
accrual to operate at injury, plaintiff relied essentially upon the timely
filing of suit against the original defendant to extend his permissible
claim date against the county."' Convinced that plaintiff's approach was
merely one of avoidance, the court of appeals acted with dispatch to sanction the county's motion of dismissal." 7
Going more directly to the substance of the issue, the claim-presentation mandate itself, originally and currently, expressly recognizes a time
48
extension for "minors or other persons laboring under disabilities.'

Those categories of claimants, the statute munificently declares, are conferred twelve months "after the removal of the disability to present their
claims.""' Fully as remarkable as the host of constructional quandaries
combined within this brief statutory phrase is the paucity of litigation
over it. Recently, however, the equilibrium may have shifted a bit.
Apparently tendering a novel issue, Maddox v. Hall County"O involved
an action for injuries by the claimant while incarcerated in the county
jail. To the county's nonpresentation-of-claim defense, plaintiff urged
that his imprisonment since the injury operated to toll the twelve-month
period of limitation." 1 Relying upon a decision by a federal district
court,3" the trial judge rejected the extension argument and dismissed
alleged modification. Id.
344. "An agreement by a creditor to extend the time of payment of an account then past
due, no consideration being received for such agreement, is nudum pactum." Id. at 804, 187
S.E. at 307.
345. Evans County v. McDonald, 133 Ga. App. 955, 213 S.E.2d 82 (1975). Plaintiffs injury occurred on a state-aid road, and he had filed a timely suit against the municipality in
which the road was located. Almost three years later, he sought to add the county as a party
defendant. Id. at 955, 213 S.E.2d at 82.
346. Admittedly, plaintiff had not given the county notice of claim within twelve months
of his injury. Id.
347. The court reasoned that plaintiff's tactic could not be used to "avoid the one year
statute of limitation applicable to suits against a county in cases of this kind." Id. at 956,
213 S.E.2d at 83.
348. O.C.G.A. § 36-11-1 (Michie 1982).
349. Id.
350. 162 Ga. App. 371, 291 S.E.2d 442 (1982).
351. Id. at 371, 291 S.E.2d at 442. Apparently, plaintiff conceded his failure to present
the claim within twelve months of the injury.
352. Id. (citing Heard v. Caldwell, 364 F. Supp. 419 (S.D. Ga. 1973)). Heard involved not
an action against a county but rather litigation under the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1871 in
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plaintiff's action. The issue for decision on appeal, therefore, queried
whether imprisonment constituted a 'disability' which, under the claim
mandate, extended the twelve-month period for presentation.
Explaining that yet another Georgia statute enumerates those persons
legally deemed disabled, the court of appeals quoted that statute's explicit inclusion of "persons imprisoned." 5 Disagreeing with the federal
court's belief that Georgia decisions have abrogated the statute s " the
court of appeals emphasized that recent legislative codification expressly
continues the enumerations 55 Eschewing perceived invitations "to enter
the legislative sphere ' ' se or "to meddle with a statute," ' the court declared imprisonment to constitute disability which tolled the time for
presentation of claim against the county35

"The result," concluded the

court in Maddox, "is that a person imprisoned has the option of bringing
an action while incarcerated or waiting until the period of incarceration
ends." 5s
V.

CONCLUSION

For those who plumb the recesses of the law, there is something of an
inexplicable reassurance in the discovery of historic issues which retain
their vitality in modern times. The location of such issues on the legal
landscape assuages an anxiety over instability and reaffirms the illusion
that jurisprudential order is marked by a satisfying security of constancy.
In this fashion, the debilitating awkwardness of transition is countered,
which the court held that imprisonment of plaintiff did not toll the two-year statute of
limitation for personal injury.
353. O.C.G.A. § 9-3-90 (Michie 1982) reads as follows: "Minors, persons who are legally
incompetent because of mental retardation or mental illness, or persons imprisoned, who are
such when the cause of action accrues, shall be entitled to the same time after their disability is removed to bring an action as is prescribed for other persons." Id.
354. The court observed that the Georgia decisions relied upon by the federal court did
not involve the county claim-presentation mandate, but rather held that a person imprisoned was not "civiliter mortuus [civilly dead]," in terms of possessing an action at all for
injury while confined, and that defendants were subject to suit while imprisoned. The court
said that although "it may be that the underlying cause for tolling statutes of limitation for
persons imprisoned has disappeared along with the doctrine of civiliter mortuus, the saving
provision ... is still part of a valid statute of this state." 162 Ga. App. at 372, 291 S.E.2d at
443.
355. O.C.G.A. § 9-3-90 (Michie 1982).
356. 162 Ga. App. at 372, 291 S.E.2d at 443.
357. Id.
358. Id. at 372, 291 S.E.2d at 444. Accordingly, the court reversed the trial judge's dismissal of plaintiff's action against the county. Id. at 373, 291 S.E.2d at 444.
359. Id. at 372, 291 S.E.2d at 444. The court also rejected the county's converse argument that plaintiff's action was premature because he was still imprisoned. The court held
that "his action was neither premature nor time-barred." d.
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and the notion is perpetuated that permanency is patently possible.
Legal 'season' is one of those issues. From Greece and Rome to England
and America, and from decisional precept to statutory structure, 'limitations of actions' assume a significance in litigation comparable to that of
the merits of controversies themselves. Mirroring the statutory systems of
most states, Georgia has long singled out local governments for special
attention and the county claim-presentation mandate was an early manifestation of that endeavor. For well over 100 years, moreover, the strictures of that mandate have remained virtually unchanged; thus judicial
evolution has singularly served to translate those strictures to both counties and claimants.
An account of the evolution, admittedly selective but hopefully illustrative, reveals a formative era during which the supreme court necessarily
sketched a first-impression analytical profile of the mandate. With the
turn of the century, both the supreme court and the court of appeals set
about fleshing out that profile in what has become, in retrospect, one of
the most litigated spheres of Georgia local government law. The evolution
has witnessed the helpful clarification of some early perplexities and the
hopeless entrenchment of others. It has brought meticulous explication to
some facets of the mandate while unaccountably leaving others without a
hint of elaboration. Even now, novel issues of interpretation present
themselves with frustrating regularity. At once, perhaps, the strengtha
and the weaknesses of the common law process are demonstrated.
In any event, the claim-presentation mandate remains a solid fixture of
current Georgia codification and satisfaction of the requirement remains
a prerequisite to successfully pursuing legal actions against counties.
More importantly, controversy concerning some nuance of the mandate
may be expected to surface almost routinely in the typical lawsuit; when
that inevitability occurs, a knowledge of what is settled, what is confused,
and what is open, is indispensable to both the claimant and the county.
For, as it is written: "To every thing there is a season, and a time to
36 0
every purpose under the heaven.1

360. Ecclesiastes, 3:1 (King James).

